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ANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
VOL. 44.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY JUNE 15, 1907.
LARRAZOLO-

CHAIN OF EVIDENCE

ANDREWS CONTEST

State's Case Grows
Stronger Against
Haywood
IK VAIN

Orchard's Story of CrimeCor
rob orated By Each Succed-in- g
Witness.
Doise, Idaho, June 15. When the
Haywood trial was resumed today,
Judge Wood permitted Witness J. T.
Pender, over the protest of the defense, to testify as to the contents
of a telegram sent to Haywood by
Steve Adams after his arrest at
Utah. Pender said that the
Og-de-

telegram read:

"I am in trouble send me $75 at
once."
J. C. Houston, assistant cashier of
the First .National Bank of Denver,
Identified Haywood's signature on five
drafts which were marked for IdenThe drafts were in favor
tification.
of L. J. Simpkins.
Another draft was introduced bearing the signature of James Kirwan,
assistant secretary and treasurer of
the Western Federation of Miners.
Counsel Richardson objected to the
introduction of this draft because It
was Immaterial and had no connection with the murder of Steunenberg.
After much argument Judge Wood
ruled that upon the state showing the
connection between these and the defendant he would admit the drafts
as evidence. Twenty-on- e
other drafts
were presented and their signatures
identified but they were not introOn cross-examduced in evidence.
nation Houston said that thousands
of drafts were sent out in a year by
Haywood and his assistant Kirwan.
Militia Officer Testifies.
Major H. A. Naylor, of Victor, Colorado, an officer of the National
Guard of Colorado at the time of the
Vindicator mine explosion, was the
next witness. He identified portions
of a pistol and wire found by him in
the mine after the explosion. They
are believed to be parts of the pistol
and wire by means of which, according to Orchard's story, the explosion
was caused. The fragments were admitted in evidence over the objection
of the defense.
of Naylor
In the

Attorney Richardson insinuated that
the defense would try to show that
the Vindicator mine owners were behind in the payment of their assessment to the Mine Owners' Association and that soldiers were employed
to create disturbances and destroy!
their property which acts of tbe association were laid to the door of the
Western Federation of Miners. Naylor said he knew nothing of the arrears due from the Vindicator mine
and denied having any animosity
against the members of the miners'
union and declared that he had nothing to do with the actuaT deportation
of union miners from Cripple Creek.
Richardson wanted to know if Naylor had not attended a meeting with
Orchard and others at Victor on the
evening of June 5th, 1904, and informed the militia to be ready as
something was going to happen.
Naylor denied this.
Identify Peabody Bomb.
The next act of the prosecution was
to prove the finding of the Peabody
bomb which Orchard said he had
taken from Denver to Wallace. He
gave the bomb, he said, to a man
named Cunningham who wanted to
blow up a "scab" boarding house, and
he told him if he didnot use it to
throw if into the river.
W. H. Schulenberg, formely a fireman

at

Wallace,

testified

that

he found the bomb while cutting Ice
on the river in front of the Wallace
fire station. He gave the bomb tc
Sheriff Angus Sutherland. Sutherland told of unloading the bomb which
was packed with twenty pounds of
giant powder. The lead casing of the
bomb was identified by both Schulenberg and Sutherland. Governor Peabody, his wife and daughter were
among the interested spectators when
the bomb was produced. A motion by
the defense to strike out all the testimony as to the bomb as immaterial
was denied.
.

LIB

TRAIN

Evidence for Consideration by House
of Representatives Work Commences Tuesday Next.

STILL UNBROKEN

DEFENSE OBJECTS

-

Plumber Made Casing for Bomb.
Charles T. Roach, a plumber, formerly of Denver, identified the lead
casing as having been made by him
on an order in May, 1905. The purchaser, he said, told him he, wanted
it to plant a cactus in. The plumber
said he could no identify the man who
ordered the casing.
Miss Cora Peabody testified to Bee-lntwo men almost at the carriage
door one night in 1904, when she and
her mother and Bister returned from
the theater. She watched the men as
g

On Tuesday next in the National
Capital, the preliminaries in the contest case instituted by O. A. Larrazolo,
of Las Vegas, Democratic candidate
for delegate to the Sixtieth Congress
in the November 1906 election versus
W. H. Andrews, Republican candidate
for the same position and who was
shown to be elected upon the faco of
the returns by a plurality of 2GG votes
will be taken up by the chief clerk of
the House of Representatives. W. B.
Childers, of Albuquerque, will represent Delegate Andrews and II. B.
Fergusson, also of Albuquerque, will
represent O. A. Larrazolo. Both have
gone to Washington and will be on
hand when the case comes up.
The chief clerk of the House and
the two attorneys for the contestant
and contestee will carefully examine
the testimony taken in the contest
proceedings; by agreement all unimportant matter and all evidence not
germalne and not important will be
eliminated and the testimony that is
deemed of consequence and necessary
to a proper adjudication and heading
of the case will be printed and submitted to the the Committee on Elections of the House of Representatives
when the same is appointed by the
Speaker in the beginning of the December session. Thereafter a regular
hearing will be ordered by the committee, sessions held, case considered,
move evidence taken if deemed proper
and report made to the House of Rep
resentatives declaring the result as
found by the committee for action by
the House.
The typewritten testimony so far adduced is very voluminous and contains
several thousand pages of typewritten
matter. Irregularities, some of them
more or less serious, are shown in the
testimony on both sides, but carefu!
shows that, giving the
calculation
contestant all possible
Democratic
chance and nearly that he claime,
that Delegate Andrews was elected by
a much larger majority than is shown
on the face of the returns as irregu
larities, violations of the election law,
intimidation and fraudulent voting
were many more and greater on the
Democratic side than those alleged to
have occurred on the part of Republican election officials and electors. As
nearly as can be ascertained now it is
claimed that Delegate Andrews will be
held by 2,000 votes or more.

JAPAN TREATS
MATTER

FAMILY

CATCHES

WRECKAGE

Passengers Narrowly Escape Scores of Railroad Bridges
Cremation---AccideDue Washed Away and all Comto Spreading Rails.
munication
nt

Cut-Of-

OF

QUESTION

This is Left to Federal Gov
ernment at Washington For
Prompt Action.
Tokio, Japan, June 15. Foreign
Minister Viscount Hayashi at a conference on the American question
held yesterday by the elder statesmen and ministers, announced that
the last, incident reported in connection witli attacks upon Japanese residents of California, was not grave
enough to warrant diplomatic action.
Both governments are fully in accord
as to the trouble and a trust is expressed that the federal government
at Washington will furnish a speedy
solution of the question at issue.

f.

Minot, North Dakota, June 15. The
Great Northern Oriental Limited went
into the ditch at Palermo, forty miles
east of Minot early this morning. The
engineer aud fireman were killed and
several passengers badly injured.
The cars caught fire and the injured
were rescued with the greatest diffThe accident was caused by
iculty.
spreading rails. The entire train was

Dead wood. South Dakota, June 15.
The Black Hills have been entirely
cut off from all communication with
the outside world since the evening of
June twelfth. Rain and hail have
washed out, all the railroad bridges
and tracks and destroyed the telegraph lines.
Mrs. Anderson, of Piedmout and her
two children lost their lives iu a torconsumed.
rent that swept away their mountain
home in Stage Barn Gulch.
On the Burlington Railroad twenty
GUILTY OF MURDER
to thirty bridges are down and the
IN SECOND DEGREE roadbed is washed out in a dozen
places. The Northwestern Railway is
Pueblo Indian Receives Sentence of in still worse condition.
Five Years' Imprisonment for
Slaying Tribesman.

the Territorial penitentiary.
Trujillo, who is a Pueblo Indian,
was arrested last December charged
with killing a fellow tribesman at
Santa Clara Pueblo.

The two men became involved in a

quarrel which developed into a fist
fight and Trujillo's victim died from
the blows sustained. An indictment
of murder in the first degree was returned by the grand jury but the court
expressed a willingness to entertain a
plea of guilty in the second degree
which the defendant agreed to enter
at the advice of Judge A. J. Abbott,
special attorney for the Pueblo Indians, and Superintendent Clinton I.
Crandall, of the U. S. Indian Industrial School and Agency.

WANTS FEDERATION
TO PROBE MURDER
Colo-

Assassinated.

lomatic Action

CLOUDBURST

FIRE BLACK HILLSSTORIII SWEPT

When arraigned In the district court
of Rio Arriba County this week, which
is in session at Tierra Amarilla, Antonio Trujillo pleaded guilty to murder In the second degree and was sentenced to five years' imprisonment in

Denver, June 15. The Western Federation of Miners in convention today
a communication from a
received
member in Las Animas County, suggesting an investigation into the killing of Alexander Obrenski, a Federation organizer, by Juan Eskinas, at
Rugby, Colorado, about a month ago.
The killing was alleged at the time
to have occurred in a row, but a later
communication suggested that it was
the result of a conspiracy.
PRESENT

TERM RIO ARRIBA
COURT BUSY ONE,

The present term of the district
court of Rio Arriba County, is a busy
one. Several murder oases have already been disposed of and other
cases and in which indictments have
been found may be taken up next

Five indictments
week for action.
have been found against persons
who have sold liquor to Indians in
violation of a recent law passed by
the Legislative Assembly,
Two men indicted for murder in
the first degree pleaded guilty yesterday, but it is understood that the
court will not accept these pleas. On
account of imperfect telegraph and
telephone connections, these cases
CHINESE TROOPS PUT
could not be
REBELS JO ROUT. and their outcome
learned today.
Hong Kong, China, June 15. Reports from Wei Chou say that two SOUTH FAVORS GEORGIA
MAN FOR PRESIDENT
regiments of Chinese troops recently
Pats-zetaat
a
of
body
engaged
insurgents
The insurgents were driven Special to The New Mexican.
June 15. Chairman
Washington,
driven across East River and later
Griggs, of the Democratic Congresdispersed.
sional Committee, says that the sentiment is increasing among the SouthCOUNT. TOLSTOI IS
CLOSE UNTO DEATH. ern Democracy for a candidate from
their ranks for president. Griggs says
St. Petersburg, June 15. A dis- that Georgia is unanimously in favor
patch from Tula reports that Count of Governor Hoke Smith as a candiTolstoi is again seriously ill.
date for the presidential nomination
and that Smith Is also favored by
other Southern states,
they ran away.
Peabody's testimony "corroborated
Orchard's testimony that he and an SCHMITZ REFUSED BAIL
MUST REMAIN IN JAIL
accomplice waited at Peabody's house
on the nisht above mentioned to shoot
San Francisco, June 15. Bail for
him, but he did not come with the Mayor Schmitz, convicted of extortion,
ladles.
Peabody testi- was refused today by Judge Dunne
fied that he saw Orchard on the when formal application was made by
streets of Canon City after he and Schmitz's counsel. Sentence will be
family went there to live.
pronounced on him June 17th. The
At this point a recess was taken convicted mayor Is occupying a cell in
until Monday.
the county Jail.
.
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ST. PETERSBURG

COYOTE

UNDER MARTIAL LAW
In

Two Killed in Dis- Torrent in Mounastrous Wreck on tain Gulch Carries
Great Northern
Away Home

Hinted That Union Organizer in
rado Mining Camp Was

Frisco TroubleDoes
Not Warrant Dip-

1

INTO DITCH

PERISHES

NO. 104.

Anticipation of Crisis Attending
Dissolving of Parliament Soldiers
Are Active.

St. Petersburg, June 15. The second Russian Parliament will be dissolved Monday by an imperial edict,
which will be promulgated as soon as
the lower House acts on Premier
ultimatum of yesterday.
Stolypin's
That there Is a possibility of the House
granting the government's demand
for the expulsion of fifty-fiv- e
Social
Democrats charged with conspiring
against the present regime is not considered by either side.
This city has again assumed the appearance of an armed camp. All the
railroad stations are closely watched
by secret police in order to prevent
the escape of Social Democratic deputies and revolutionary agitators among
whom a general exodus is expected to
begin as soon as parliament is dissolved.
The parliamentary committee which
Is examining the indictment of fifty,
five
members
Social
Democratic
charged with conspiring against the
government has decided that it is im
possible to review all the evidence. It
has asked the House to give it until
Monday to report. This will postpone

LIE IS NAILED

Insinuates Bribery
in Prison Investigation
FACTS

ITIhE

CASE

Witness Simply Offered Reimbursement of Railroad
Fare and Time.

Offered Money to Testify Against Trelford" is the caption
of a deliberate, misleading and lying
statement which appeared today in the
Albuquerque Morning Coyote with reference to the investigation of charges
of cruelty and inhuman treatment of
prisoners of the New Mexico penitentiary now being conducted by Attorney General Prichard. The slanderous sheet seeks to convey the impresthe crisis.
sion that bribery is bvlng resorted to
The House late this afternoon gave
in procuring evidence, when as a matmake
to
the committed
Monday
ter
of fact the
referred to
t
of
its report regardiug.-1octraen.,
was
advised
lie
would be
that
simply
'
Par
certain Social Democrats',---,reimbursed for his traveling expenses
liament then adjourned until Mona
and time the same as any ordinary
"Ex-Convi-

S.;'

witness.
Facts as to Eggleston Matter.
Acting on the strength of a letter
received from Chief Deputy Sheriff.
B. Heyn, of Bernalillo County,
Fred
Colorado Town Threatened by Wall
James R. Garfield, James Wilson and
General Prichard wrote to
Attorney
of Water Five Feet High Which
Gifford Pinchot Will Attend
have a former inmate of the penitenis Rushing Down River.
Public Lands Convention.
tiary by the name of Claude Eggleston sent to this city to appear as a
Port Collins, Colo., June 13. Great
Special to the New Mexican.
witness in the penitentiary investigais felt here over the report that
Denver, Colo., June 15. Among the alarm
tion.
Heyn was informed to notify
as Chambers Lake, which
high federal officials who will attend' the big dam
that if the latter was withEggleston
has been holding seventy million, cuV
Klin r nnAn fl
i!
t'lQ
un
to come to Santa Fe, Heyn
acre
means
vit, Pi,umiL x.ajiun
out
vuuvfiiuuu
the 18th Instant, will be Secretary of bic feet of water, has gone out and should advance him the necessary
the Interior James R. Garfield and that a wall of water five feet high is means and to inform Eggleston that
Secretary of Agriculture James Wil- rushing down the Cache La Poudre his railroad fare would he paid and a
son. Gifford Pinchot, chief of the River. It is believed that all the
reasonable compensation would be alin the lowlands escaped, but
Bureau of Forestry, will also be hero.
lowed for the time Eggleston was
Visiting delegates will be tendered a some fishermen may have been caught away from home. This compensation
banquet by the Chamber of com- in the flood.
would have amounted to $1.50 or $2
merce at the Brown Palace and it is
day as in the case of wit nesses in
per
expected that over 400 guests will be BRITISH CRUISER NABS
AMERICAN FISHING SMACK.
ptf sent. Secretary Garfield and SecOfficer Makes Bad Break.
N. S., June 13. The govWilson
will
Halifax,
be
of
retary
honor
guests
would
It
appear that Heyn instead
and will deliver speeches at the
ernment cruiser . today seized , the
the
of
steps to send this wit
taking
American fishing schooner, Fannie E.
Fe as requested, gave
Santa
to
ness
A large delegation from New Mexi- Prescott, upon the charga of fishing
tu the AlbWJUer.
aLaVcmont,
a
garbled
co i3 expected. Among them will like- inside the three mile limit.
Heyn's action"
Coyote.
Morning
que
ly be Attorney General George W.
a very peculiar conduct for
displayed
Prichard, Solomon Luna, president of
a public officer entrusted with an offthe Sheep Sanitary Board; A. A. Keen; BIG CHICAGO
icial matter that required no publiformer land commissioner;
cation and was unwl9e from many
L. Bradford Prince, and Robert
standpoints. If the Territory could
P. Ervien, Territorial land
expert from Colorado
pay a
THEATRE BURNS $1,200 to go over the books of Hon.
H. O. Bursum while the latter was
JAPANESE SONG HITS
of the penitentiary, as
superintendent
AT VAUDEVILLE SHOW
was done under the administration of
Herbert J. Hagerman, It
Some Japanese song hits will be a
be
possible to find enough conmight
feature of the vaudeville show in the
money belonging to this institingent
Japanese-Chinestea garden at the
tution to pay the mileage of a witPlaza Fete, Tuesday, June 18. "A Japness and for his time.
anese Lullaby" will be sung iu Santa
The Heyn Letter.
Fe for the first time by a trio consistFor the information of the public
ing of Misses Hansen, Harding and
Heyn's letter is herewith reproduced:
Dougherty, and Miss Walter will sing
to the man Eggleston I
"In
EICEEDS
$150,000 am toldregard
another new one entitled "Mamosa." LOSS
the
police that he is in
by
Another feature of the performance
Albuquerque but does not seem to be
will be a wand drill from Wang Lee's
doing anything. I told the police to
clock by fifty pretty Chinese Blaze Caused Panic in Hotel keep an eye on him and find out anymaidens.
Those taking part In the
thing they could as to what he Intends
FireAdjoining-Seve- ral
vaudeville show will be photographed
to do or where he is going."
in costume tomorrow, and the pictures
men Hurt.
No Testimony Taken Today.
will be on exhibition In several of the
No testimony was taken
in
stores Monday.
the
It
penitentiary
investigation.
Chicago, June 15. The Olympic had ifeen
forthat
another
expected
theater, the oldest vaudeville house mer
POSTAL TELEGRAPH
employe of the prison, a man
in Chicago, was practically destroyed
who held the position of cellhouse
OFFICE IN CLAIRE
The loss will
by fire at midnight.
would be placed upon the witexceed $150,000.
Crossed electric guard,
ness stand, but he could not be found
The Postal Telegraph office in this wires caused the fire.
to a late hour this afternoon. Atcity will be moved tomorrow from its
The flames made great headway up
General Prichard will leave toof
on
side
location
the
torney
east
present
and gave the firemen a hard strug
the Plaza to the lobby of the Hotel gle. Several firemen, Including Chief morrow evening for Denver to attend
Claire where it was located originally. Brown, were injured by filing debris the Public Lands convention and will
Mrs. W. H. Warner, who is now local The guests of the Union Hotel ad' be absent from the city until probably "Wednesday. "When he returns
manager of this company will have af joining the theater fled in a panic.
office
the
built
for
telegraph
The theater building was owned by the investigation will be resumed.
partition
Much evidence remains yet to be
adjoining the telephone booth. The the Ashland Block Association.
and It is said that more of a
taken
telegraph sounders will be muffled so
nature is to come in resensational
be
will
for
that it
anyone
impossible
UNIVERSAL PEACE
gard to the inhuman treatment of
but the operator to make out the mesIS IMPOSSIBLE convicts. Testimony of witnesses at
sages being sent over the wires. Mrs.
the penitentiary will be taken later.
a
is
who
also
stenographer,
Warner,
Coyote'i Actions Laughed At.
will be prepared to do typewriting in Thinks Delegate Who Opens Hague
from Albuquerque are to
Reports
to
addition
her other duties.
Conference Conflicts Between
the effect that the attempt of the
Nations Unavoidable.
Morning Coyote of that city to whiteFAIR WEATHER PREDICTED
wash the
investigation
TONIGHT AND SUNDAY
The Hague,
June 15. Delegate is laughed penitentiary
at. It is generally admitFair weather tonight and Sunday Mnelidoft opened the Hague Peace
ted that the Coyote got off on the
with stationary temperature was the Conference today by affirming that
wrong foot when it dug up that
In
New
Mexico.
forecast today for
universal peace and disarmament spanking machine story in an attempt
Santa Fe the temperature at 6 o'clock were unattainable. He believed that a to reflect discredit on Hon. H. o.
this morning was 60 degrees and the better plan for judicial adjustment of Bursum,
of the Terlowest during last night 53 degrees. disputes was possible, even though all ritorial
prison.
The maximum temperature yesterday conflicts between nations" was no more
was 76 degrees at 4:30 p. m., and the avoidable than between Individuals. GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
minimum temperature 45 degrees at He paid a high tribute to President
IN BAD SMASHUP.
4:10 a. m., making the mean temper- Roosevelt and to Andrew Carnegie.
The Golden State Limited on the
ature for the day 60 degrees. The
Rock Island ran into Southern Parelative humidity was 30 per cent.
DELEGATE ANDREWS GETS
cific passenger train No. 10 at Dem-inQUOTA OF FLOWER SEEOS.
last night. Both engines were deWAR SECRETARY'S
molished and Engineer Wilcox of the
Special to The New Mexican.
ILLNESS WAS BRIEF
Washington, June 15. Through the Limited was seriously injured. The
St. Paul, Minn., June 15. Secretary efforts of Delegate W. H. Andrews, of wreck was caused by a brakeman alof War Taft, who became suddenly ill New Mexico, the Department of Agri- lowing his lantern to go out which
at Fort Snelllng yesterday noon was culture has forwarded another quota prevented the Limited being flagged.
much better today and will resume his of flower seeds to that Territory for
distribution.
journey tonight.
Try a New Mexican want ad.

HUGE DAM BREAKS
FEDERAL OFFICIALS
FLOODING COUNTRY
TO VISIT DENVER
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e
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Fire Due to Crossed Electric
Wires

e

to-da-y
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n
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

The Forestry Service in the west
holds out good opportunities for employment and advancement to young
men willing to rough it for a while In
PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
THE
UEW MEXICAN
the picturesque mountains or wild
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Sec'yTrsas.
AX TR08T, Editor.
forests and not particular about get
ting a big salary from the start. There
is a certain fascination in the work,
the
at
re
Santa
Entered at Second Class Matter
Postofflee.
which is partly scientific and calls for
tact and energy. The
resourcefulness,
3.75
HATES OP SUBSCRIPTION. .. Dally, six months, by mall
Service is well organized
Forestry
20
....
.$
'al'ip pe' wpek, by carrier.
2.0C
Weekly per year
but in extent and numbers is but a
75
Uy, per month, by carrier
1.00 fraction of what it will be in the fu
month
Weekly,
jix
6ii
Iluil j ii r '..innth hv i..."'!
As the positions it offers are
11 ture.
uartr- 7.00 j
per year, by mail
under civil service, promotion is sure
to the faithful employe and the New
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Mexican knows of instances right in
i'he New Mexican Is the oldest ne wspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to this section of rangers beginning with
large and growing circulation a salary of something like $G0 a month
Jbry postofflce In the Territox. nd
unong 'lid Intelligent and progressive people oi urn sJouthwest
being promoted in less than two
years to supervisorship paying $1,500
to $1,800 a year.
O-l- ly!

hu t

UNION

ONLY

A

PARTY

THESE

OF OBSTACLES
DAYS.

"The Obstacle Party" Is the name
applied to the once great Democratic
party of the United States by the
That the name is
Pueblo Chieftain.
correct and deserved ' has become
fully apparent of late years. The
.Chieftain proves its position very
well and gives unanswerable reasons
for it when it editorially says that
many years ago the American Democracy won its title as the opposition
articles have
party, and numerous
been written proving the value of such
a factor in our national affairs, as a
check upon the too progressive Republican party, and as an alternative
through which
political organization
the voters may express their dissent
from any policy adopted by the party
that is usually in control of national
affairs.
Of late years, however, the Democratic party hardly seems to deserve
the title of anything so serious as an
opposition party, for the most it
seems able to do is to throw obstacles
in the path of national progress. Under the present system of national
legslaton a small minority, is able occasionally to defeat important measures of great public importance, and
if the Democrats in Congress are able
to do this a few times each session,
they seem to think that their party
mission is well fulfilled.
An example of the work of the obstacle party is afforded by the successful effort of Senator Carmack to defeat the ship subsidy bill last March.
This measure passed the House and
was sent to the Senate tor concurrence, and it was of the highest importance to American commerce and
manufactures and to the national defense. A large majority of the Senators were in favor of the measure,
but in the closing hours of the ses
sion the little group of Senators of
the Obstacle party saw their oppor
tunity to defeat the measure and
talked it to death.
And as a result of this filibustering
the United stato
depart- pootrffio
raent is now sending mans tor soutn
America from New York by way of
Prance and England. The steamships
now running direct from New York to
America
South
ports are mere
weak
slow, and
powered,
"tramps,"
unfit in every way for firstclass service, and they are owned and controlled by a great European steamship combine, or trust, which Is greatly interested in advancing European
commercial
in
iSouth
supremacy
America and in checking and .breaking down American commerce in that
region.
It would be going too far to accuse
the Democrats in Congress of intentionally seeking to destroy American
trade interests and to further the interests of rival nations. But if they
were pursuing such a traitorous policy they could not find a better course
than the one they are pursuing.
The majority party is somewhat to
blame for allowing this most important matter to be o much delayed,
and it is to be hoped that at the coming session some fair and sensible
sea
bill for building up American
trade will be presented anfl passed
farly enough to overcome the efforts
of the Obstacle party.
WHERE

ARE THE VOUCHERS?
OR A SEQUEL TO WHO
BURNED THE BOOKS?
Soon after assuming charge of the
executive
one unlamented,
office,
simon pure, dyed in the wool, twenty-fou- r
carat reformer, H. J. Hagerman
by name, swelled up his manly bosom
and, referring to the Governor's contingent fund, declared:
"In my opinion the fund is to be
used for legitimate contingent expenses of the office, irrespective of
who may be the Governor for the time
being, and should be accounted for as
'
such."
This paper was Informed at the
time of the laudable purpose in view
and understood that vouchers were
prepared for use in duplicate in order that everything might be arranged with perfect regularity. There
were rumors, even, of a special file,
properly labled, to hold these evidences of expenditures to be made by
"the first honest governor," etcetera,
ad nauseam. All of which, of course,
caused the heart of the overburdened
taxpayer to rejoice, for the hours of
the plunderbund were numbered, as
- proven from day to day by the Albuquerque Morning Coyote.
v iFrom time to time reports were
heard which Indicated that this fund
was being hsed for purposes somewhat more personal than legitimate.
ere quickly suppressed
but these
because the Integrity and honesty of
purpose of .the executive were
ft proposition he was al

ways willing to prove by vouching
for the correctness of the statement
himself, even writing an editorial or
two, if necessary, for Insertion in Dan
ny's unpurchasable columns.
Of late the New Mexican learned
of Insinuations to the effect that many
of the spontaneous
telegrams to

Washington protesting against the
cutting off of this paragon of virtue
as a "death blow to reform in New
Mexico," were paid for out of the fund
in question. Desiring to refute so
scandalous a rumor by reference to
the original records, this paper requested that the vouchers of this contingent fund be examined for verification, when, Alas! Alack! it was discovered that in the file so prominently
labeled there was not so much as a
scrap of paper. It was then learned
that the last really strenuous executive work of the late "Reform Governor," H. J. Hagerman
by name,
consisted In packing up and removing
from the official files these original
vouchers covering a mere bagatelle,
that is to say, about $3,750 of the
taxpayers' bard earned cash. Now
Danny in the Albuquerque Morning
Coyote, will say that this is "no
worse" than what Smith, or Jones, or
Robinson did, but a common geezer
is naturally tempted to wonder what
was inside those carefully prepared
vouchers to put such a scare into the
"Reform Governor" and incidentally
to ask himself if the simon pure,
carat
dyed in the wool, twenty-fou- r
reform so blatantly advertised by the
late unlamented was not, after all, a
pretty cheap imitation of a gold
brick.
THE INVESTIGATION SHOULD BE
MOST THOROUGH.
The Las Vegas Optic does not mince
words, but use3 strong language in
edito.sil comment on conditions in
the Territorial penitentiary as shown
by the investigation Into the charges
of cruel and barbarous treatment of
convicts and which is now being conducted by Attorney General George
w. Prichard. The Optic says:
"The examination of conditions existing In the Territorial penitentiary
at Santa Fe is bringing forth some
of the most startling facts that bave
ever been unearthed In any penal institution in the United States. If the
evidence can be believed, and there is
not the slightest reason to doubt the
statements of Mr. Breen, and others
who bave been examined, the most
cruel and inhuman methods known to
man have been resorted to during the
brief time that the Institution has
been under the control of Captain
Trelford.
"If it is true that Mr. Trelford deliberately struck a prisoner in the
face with his fists while his victim
was hanging from a ceiling by his
wrists, in a half dead condition, he
ought to be branded as a villianous
coward and dismissed from the institution immediately. Acting Governor
Raynolds has not got it within his
power to administer the punishment
that such villainy deserves, but if he
has any reason to believe that there
is a particle of truth in the statements
set forth in the affidavit of Mr. Breen
he should use the most drastic measures at his command to remedy the
terrible evil and place the penitentiary in charge of a man who has at
least a slight semblance of humanity
in bis makerup.
"Now that the investigation has
been commenced, it should be most
exhaustive in its nature and every
man directly or indirectly responsible
for the cruelties said to have been
practiced at the institution should be
This is
dishonored and dismissed.
not a matter of politics, but of humanity, and it demands action of the
most prompt' and effective nature."

The work on the new tunnel now
being bored through the Raton Mountain by the Atchison, Topeka & San
ta Fe Railway is disclosing that this
huge mass not only contains great
seams of merchantable coal but also
large ore deposits. A three foot vein
of rich lead ore was struck by the
workmen yesterday and there is no
telling where this thing will end. If
it keeps on the Santa Fe Railway will
not only be one of the largest rail
road systems on the globe, but also
bloated owner of all sorts of mines.
Verily, New Mexico mountains are
proving rich heritages.

GREAT CHANCE LOST BY
COYOTE.
The Albuquerque Morning Coyote
complains, forsooth, because outside
newspapers publish accounts of the
penitentiary Investigation now being
conducted before Attorney General
Prichard. It simply cannot under
stand why the correspondents of
these papers do not go after the
"hush" money that it would make un
der the same circumstances. There
would be more in it for the correspondents to suppress or to color the
news to suit the "reformers" and It
to the mercenis Incomprehensible
ary Coyote that these correspondents
do not look for the main chance in
this matter. What a great opportunity the Coyote missed by not establishing a bureau to suppress the news
at Boise, Idaho, during the Haywood
trial, especially when it Is reaiem-bere'- d
that the Western 'Federation of
Miners has collected almost $70,000
to help along: the Haywood et al de-- '
.
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Attorney at Lw.
'Phone

Office, Griffin Block.
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G. W. PRICHAiiD,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk., Santa Fe, N. M.

BENJAMIN

M.

banking institution in New Mexico. Established in 1870.
J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

RUFUS

LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.
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Assistant Cashier.

Capital

READ

Stock $15 ,000.

8urplu and Undivided Profits

$63,500.

Attorney at Law.

Santa Fe,
Office:

New Mexico.
Sena Block, Pa'.aco Avenue.

WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at Law.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
United States District Attorney.
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and

exchange

of money to all ports of

world on as liberal terms as are given

Attorneys at Law.
Practice In the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Offices.

In

money

transmitting
at the

or year's tenn.

a six months

and products.

The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking

line, and

aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as is
sistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety

E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney at Law.
Practices in the District

and

the civilized

on time deposits

Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock

and U. S. Land
Las Cruces, N. M.

col-ater-

Buys and sells bonds and stocks in all markets for

makes telegraphic transfers

New Mexico.

Demlng

banking business

a general

money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and

Attorney at Law.
District Attorney, Luna County.

conDe-

The patronage of the public is respectfully

posit boxes for rent.

and Sucareful
and
Courts.
Prompt
preme
attention given to all business.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe
A. B.

RENEHAN,

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law
a Specialty. Office in Catron Block,
Santa Fe, N. M.
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THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Propi.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.
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o

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Washington Avenue

-

LACOME & GABLE, Proprietors.
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American and European Plan. CommedJoupPample Rooms. St?nni
Heated. Electric Wghted. Every Roi.in a Good Owe. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Prep the Button we do the teat.

rCoronado Hotel and Cafe
1

Restaurants hi iht Southwest.

One ot the Best
-

-

at

OPEN DAY and NIGHT j
You're Treated So Well You Can't Hardly Leave.

DON'T

FORGET

THOSE

SWELL

ROOMS

H. B. HOLT,

If

Only 50c. Hot and Cold Water Baths
SHORT ORDERS SERVED IN A RUSH
Eat Pure Fo d, Sleep on a Nice Clean Bed What More. (Ks Bastante)
I respectfully, but earnestly request that you take your meals at
my restaurant, south side plaza.

G.

is the coming city of the
Valley. Lots close to
depot for sale. For terms call
or write to
TARR & DOUGLAS,
Stanley, N. M.

LOPE HERB ERA, Prop.

Es-tanc-

Macpherson's
Coyote is in
to the mem
of Immigra

the secretary
the Bureau

Danny Macpherson, boss of the Alfeels
buquerque
Morning Coyote,
good these days. There is boodle in
it; these investigations pay the boss
boodle paper of New iMexico, gener
ally known as Macpherson's Albuquerque Morning Coyote.

J

ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,

1

history.

Morning
about $6,000 in addition
bership of the Bureau
tion and the salary of
and the printing of
Shouldn't wonder!

OF 8ANTA

,

New Meileo.

Santa Fe

Attorney at Law.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Practices in the District Courts as
stopped. The United 'States of Amer- well as before the
Supreme Court of
ica and the United States of Mexico the
Territory.
may have to take a hand in the game
whether or not they desire.

Albuquerque

FIRST JJATIOJVAL

MAX. FROST,
Attorney at Law.

aragua and Salvador are again at each
other's throats. It is high time that
this silly but bloody business
was

It is said that
is out and Danny

1907.

15,
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The pinch back republics

JUNE

SATURDAY,

CHAS. F..EASLEY',
(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at Law.
New Mexico.. .
Santa Fe
a Specialty.
Business
and
Land
of
which
if
the
as
looks
Mining
It
question
is the strongest, an injunction from
GEORGE- - B. BARBER,
the U. S. District Court or an order
from the Circuit Court of the state of
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Missouri will soon be attracting pub Lincoln, Lincoln County, New Mexico.
Practice In the District Court and
lie attention and become a burning
question. The case is now on in Kan Supreme Courts of the Territory.
sas City, Missouri, where the state
Prompt Attention Given to AM
Business.
court has ordered the railroads to
obey the two cents per mile fare law
enacted and the United
FRANK W. CLANCY,
recently
States court has issued an injunc
Attorney at Law.
tion' restraining the state officials District Attorney for Second Judicial
from carrying the order into effect.
District.
Practices in the District Court and
This penitentiary investigation is the Supreme Court of the Territory;
becoming ifather interesting. It is also before the United States Supreme
also becoming apparent that the slan Court lu Washington.
clers and lies which have appeared in
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Albuquerque
Macpherson's
Danny
Morning Coyote concerning this in
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
vestigation and the foul abuse of Act
Notary Public.
of
Attor
ing Governor Raynolds and
Office with the New Mexican
ney General G. W. Prichard are not
Co., Santa Fe, New Mexieo.
meeting with approval by good citi
zens and decent people. In the meanROMAN L. BACA,
time the investigation will proceed
Real Estate and Mines.
with fairness and decency, let the
Spanish Translator, Notary Public.
chips fall where they may.
Office Griffin
Bldg., Washington
N. M.
Santa
Fe,
Ave.,
of
assessors
from
vari
the
Reports
ous counties indicate that there will
OSTEOPATHY.
be quite an increase in the assessDR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
ment of taxable property for the comOsteopath.
ing fiscal year. Vhile this will not
No. 103 Palace Ave.
bo as large as it ought to be and
while the tax dodging will go on to a Successfully treats acute and chronic
great extent, still conditions n these diseases without drugs or. medicines.
No charge for Consultation.
respects are improving surely if slow
Hours:
m.,
Some
p. m. 'Phone 156.
are
and
advance
ly.
progress
always better than retrogression or
CONY T. BROWN,
standing still.
Mining Engineer.
The New Mexican will not treat the
Secretary and Treasurer New Mexico
investigation now going on into the
School of Mines.
penitentiary affairs editorially until Socorro
New Mexico.
after the testimony has all been taken, pro and con. This in all likeliCORBET & SMYTHE,
hood will be quite voluminous and the
and Hydraulic Engineers.
Civil,
Mining
will
not
be
finished
for
investigation
Assaying and General Contracting.
a week or ten days. Then will come
U, S. Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
the proper time for editorial treatside Plaza.
East
Santa Fe, N. M.
ment of the matter.

It is high time that Santa Fe was
getting ready for a proper celebration of the nation's natal day. Its
citizens, and they are all more or
less patriotic some more so, must
THE commence preparing for the day that
is the most glorious in the world's

A

tense!

Reform Mayor
Eugene Schmitz
has been convicted by the jury that
tried him in San Francisco of mal
feasance in office and extortion and
thus another great fake reformer has
taken a header and "down he went."
This fake reform business in 'San
Francisco which has been going on
for about four years and which is
neaving its end in the Indictments
trials and convictions of the leading reformers reminds one that the
reform movement In New Mexico un
der the Hagerman administration
and advocated and supported by Boss
Macpherson's
Albuquerque
Morning
Coyote and by a few Democratic yel
low sheets is also being proven daily
a first class fraud and an arrant hum
bug.

&A.NTJL

t

The New Mexican can Go printing
equal to that done !n any cf the large
cities. Our colicltor: Every piece of
ork we turn out. Try our work onci
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning oui
every class cf work, including one of
the Jest binderies In the west
fubscribe for the N"

Mexican.

Secretary of War Taft is too busv
8H0R1 ORDER MEALS.
a man to get sick. He must keen
himself In fine mental and physical
The best short ordor moals are now
condition for next year's presidential being served at the Bon Ton Restaucampaign. There are strenuous times rant. Tie best cooks, mid xalten are
ahead.
employed a! 'kit pis m
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GENERAL AGENTS FOR NEW MEXICO FOR

PENN MUTUAL

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Purely a Mutual Insurance Company.

Rational Surety Co., of

ew York

Ceurt, Fidelity and Public Official ion ds Lowest
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Compar-lea-.

Rata,

Palace Avenue

AN'f A FE, ...

NEW MEXICO

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE DAILY NEW MEXICAN.

JUNE

SATURDAY,

SANTA FE

1907.

15,

The New Mexican Printing Company
has prepared civil and criminal dock
eta especially lor the use of Justice
of the peace. Tbey are especially
ruled, with printed headings, In etthe
Spanish or English, made of good record paper, strongly ana durably bound
with leather back and covers and canvas, sides, have full Index In front and
the tees of Justices of the peace and
constables printed in full on the first
page. The pages are 10x6 Inches.
These books are made up tn civil and
criminal dockets, separate of S2
pages each, or with both civil and
criminal bound in one book, 80 pages
civil and 320 pages criminal. To Introduce them they, are offered at the
following low prices :
12.76
Civil or criminal
Combined civil and criminal .... 4.00
For 45 oents additional for a single
docket, or 65 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash In
full must accompany order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted.

Herewith are some tiargalns offered
by the New Mexican Printing Company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; papor bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading fo.TOB, $S; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for 510 ; Adapt
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
and Spanish pampb'et. 12.25; full
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MEXICAN, SANTA EE, N.M.

TESTED AND PROVEN.
Is a Heap of Solace In Being
Able to Depend Upon a

There

Weil-Earne-

GETTING

If you will make Inquiry it will be a
revelation to you how many succumb
to kidney or bladder troubles in one
form or another. If the patient is not
beyond medical aid, Foley's Kidney
Cure will cure. It never disappoints.
For sale at the Ireland Pharmacy.

BACK

d

Refutation.
For months Santa Fe readers have
Been the constant expression of praise
for Doan's Kidney Pills, and read
about the good work they have done
In this locality. Not another remedy
ever produced such convincing proof
of merit.
Benito Romero, living on San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N. M., says:
"I made a statement for publication
some five years ago in which I gave
an account of my suffering from backache, due to kidney trouble and told
how Doan's Kndney Pills, which I proIreland Pharmacy,
cured at the
brought me the first relief. As I then
stated, I had been suffering from pain
across my loins and kidneys and had
been subject to the attacks for over
a year. Some times I would work until noon and then on account of my
kidneys and back would have to stop
for the balance of the day. I tried
plasters, but they afforded me no relief whatever.
Two boxes of Doan's
Kidney Pills cured me and I have ou
a few occasions noticed a slight return of the old trouble, but at once
appealed to Doan's Kidney Pills and
the results have always been prompt
and satisfactory. I can call to mind
a number of my friends who have, on
my advice used Doan's Kidney Pills
for kidney complaint and have been
made well by them."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-Mllburcents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, solo agents for the United

leather, $3; Cherh.'s Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Supreme Court Report3, Nos. 3 to 10, inclusive $3.30 each; Compilation Cor- States.
Remember the name Doan's
poration Laws 75c; Compilation Mfa
ke no other.
of
iig Laws, 50c; Money's Digest
New Mexico Reports,full sheep, $6.50;
full list school blanks.
Try a New Mexican want ad.
n
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'AGE THREE

NATURE

Let. me mail you tree, to prove
merit, samples of my Dr. Shoop's Restorative, and my Book on either Dyspepsia, the Heart, or the Kidneys.
Address me, Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis.
Troubles of the Stomach, Heart or
Kidneys, are merely symptoms of a
deeper ailment. Don't make the common error of treating symptoms only.
the reSymptom treatment is
HERITAGE
FUTURE sult of your ailment, treating
and not the
JFORJTHE
cause. Weak Stomach nervesthe inside nerves moans Stomach
weakUncle Sam's Far Seeing' Pol ness, always, And the Heart, and
Kidneys as well, have their controlling
icy Philosophically
r inside nerves.
Weaken
these
nerves, and you inovitaMy have weak
vital organs.
Here is where Dr.
has made its
Shoop's Restorative
(Written Especially for the Daily fame. No other
even claims
New .Mexican by Fred G. Plunimer.) to treat the "insideremedy
nerves." Also for
It is probable that the ancient
bloating, biliousness, bad breath tr
of New Mexico were a more
complexion, use Dr. Shoop's Restoracontented people than the modern tive. Write for
my free Book now.
of the large eastern Dr. Shoop s Restoratives sold
by the
cities
Alof
this
country.
Fischer Drug Company.
though their rooms Were small and
not easy 0f access, they should not
Free
of "I'reventics" and a
be thought of as their homes. These booklet Samples
on Colds will be gladly mailed
early folic lived in the "all out doors," you, on request, by Dr.
Shoop, Racine,
practicing agriculture and the do- Wis., simply to prove merit. Prevent-mestic arts, and, as more is learned les are
utile
cold Cure tableta.
about them, and as the deserts are No Quinine, candy
no Laxative, nothing
revealing the secrets they have so harmful whatever. Preventics prevent
long held, scientists are advancing, colds as the name
implies when
or rather reviving, the belief that a taken
early, or at the "Sneeze Stage."
great civilization once flourished in For a seated cold or LaGrippe, break
the Southwest, which possibly ante- it up
safely and quickly with Preventdated Egypt and India. It is now ics. Sold bv the Fischer
Drug Com
generally accepted that a wonderful pany.
Atlantic once ruled the world, and
it is not difficult to reason that
A LESSON
IN HEALTH.
a continent long sunken under
filter the impurikidneys
Healthy
the waters of the Pacific, witnessed
ties from the blood, and unless they
a most interesting civilization.
Be do this good health is impossible.
this as it may, the man who makes
Cure makes sound
a careful study of the present condi- Foley's Kidney
and will positively cure all
kidneys
tions in New Mexico is almost forced
forms of kidney and bladder disease.
to a conclusion that centuries ago, be
It strengthens the whole system. For
fore the great lava streams gushed sale at Ireland's
Pharmacy.
forth, there were valleys more extensive, plains more fertile, and woodW. R. Ward, of Dyersburg, Tenn.,
lands of greater area than now exist.
"This is to certify that I have
writes:
The change which came over the surused Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup for
face of the land was a tremendous
chronic
and it has
constipation,
event it may be called a catastrproven, without a doubt, to be a thorophebut without the implication that
remedy for this trouit ruined the country for all time. In- ough, practical
ble, and it is with pleasure I offer my
deed, from the best viewpoint, a ca- conscientious reference." For sale at
tastrophe should be considered as one the Ireland Pharmacy.
of the rejuvenating processes of nature, transforming an old, wornout
Cured Hemorrhages of the Lungs.
region into a new and revivified land
"Several years since my lungs were
which, with the assistance of man, so
badly affected that I had many
will become responsive to his needs.
hemorrhages," writes A. M. Ake, of
The City
Wood, Ind. "I took treatment with
When the term
is ap- several
physicians without any benefit.
plied to certain denizens of the mod- I then started to take Foley's Honey
ern large cities, it refers only in part and
Tar, and my lungs are now as
to the poorly-pai- d
wage earner who sound as a bullet. I recommend it in
climbs a dark stairway to dimly-lighteadvanced stages of lung trouble."
unventilated;
apartmcuts from Foley's Honey and Tar stops the cough
which he may view the brick walls of and heals the lungs, and prevents seri
city canons or an endless output of ous results from a cold. Refuse sub
underwear from a washday which stitutes. For sale by the Ireland
lasts all the week. His troubles are Pharmacy.
expected and generally considered unavoidable; his pleasures are artificial
A man who is in perfect health, so
and often harmful. . His children are he can do an honest
day's work when
reared like caged birds, with a play- necessary, has much for which he
ground of flagged sidewalks and a should be thankful. Mr. L. C, Rodg
front door stoop where they are al- ers, of Branchton, Pa., writes that he
ways in the way. He never hears was not only unable to work, but
any silence nor gets a whiff of good lie couldn't stoop over to tie his own
air. His lungs are so accustomed to shoes. Six bottles of Foley's Kidney
the flavor of soot and second hand Cure made a new man of him. He
breath that a chestful of atmosphere says, "Success to Foley's Kidney
from the Continental (Divide would be Cure." For sale at Ireland's
a revelation.
Another extreme type
of the modern
lives In
fashionable
.apartments, artificially
WILL CURE CONSUMPTION.
lighted and heated, with elevators
A. A. Herren, Finch, Ark., writes:
which render them easily accessible "Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
Children are so scarce among these
preparation for coughs, colds and lung
denaturized folk that the lack of play trouble.
I know that it has cured
ground is hardly noticed. Every foot consumption in the first stages." You
of space is valuable and therefore uti- never heard of any one using Foley's
lized, but although tenants are crowd- Honey and Tar and not being satis
ed there is such perfect seclusion fied. For sale at Ireland's Pharmacy.
that neighbors may be strangers.
It is not well for humanity that
Call at our store, please, for a free
such large portions of the population sample of Dr. Shoop's "Health Cofshould live, or exist, under congested fee." If real coffee disturbs your
conditions in the east or anywhere Stomach, your Heart, or Kidneys, then
else. Although man is a gregarious try this Clever Coffee
imitation.
animal, and will naturally group into While Dr. Shoop has very closely
ckns, tribes, or nations, his over matched Old Java and Mocha Coffee
crowding is both unnatural and un- in flavor and taste, yet he has not
All of the congested even a single grain of real Coffee In
necessary.
areas of this country should be re it. Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee Imitalieved, and the great undeveloped em tion is made from pure toasted grains
pires cf the west populated. It is or cereals, with Malt, Nuts, etc. You
the one guiding purpose of the Uni will surely like Health Coffee. Sold
ted States Reclamation and Forest by the Oartwright-Davl- s
Company.
Services to make easy the path of the
to help in every
real
Piles get quick and certain relief
OintDr.
legitimate way the man who tills the from
Magic
Shoop's
soil that it may bring forth a harvest ment. Please note it is made alone
in due season, and that cattle may for Piles, and Its action is positive
forever graze upon a thousand hills
and certain. Itching, painful, protrudinstead of a thousand cattle over- ing or blind piles disappt ar like magic
grazing one hill. .
by its use. Large nic i japped glass
Undoubtedly there is some mode of jars, 50 cents. Sold iv the Fischer
human Drug Company.
living under which normal
heings would be practically contented.
The extreme conditions under which
Try a New Mexican want ad.
most people now live render them ab
X
normal, and make the realization of a XXStJtXXSiS X
X5X
Golden Age seem very far in the fu
ture. Philosophers of every nation
$10 SINGERS SIO
have taught that man, being a part
of nature's plan, shall attain 'his high
est development only by consciously
For Sal
working with nature, and indeed, it
should also be recognized that nature m
needs man's help.
What Constitutes the Simple Life.
(Second Hand)
Perfect contentment may be .attained by having absolutely every
thing wished for, or by wanting absoare
Both conditions
Call Early At
lutely nothing.
obviously impracticable, hut between
such extremes as these there must be
a simple life In which the proper
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NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
NBW MEXICO.

ROSWBLL,

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NRW MEXICO
lietabliehed and Supported by the Territory.

SIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS,
Collegas. New buildings,

plete;

steam-heate-

electric-lighte-

d,

all graduates of Standard Eastern

'ill furnishings and eqLlpmants.modern and combaths,

d,

watur-work-

all conveniences.
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TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, mo per session,
three terms

of

thirteen weeks each.

noted health resort, J, 700 feet above
Sunshine svery day from September to June.

R08WELL

Session Is

Is a

Nathau Jaffa, W
A.
E.
Cahoon
Flnlay and
For particulars address
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ea level;

M. Atkinson,
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ANTONIO JOSEPH,
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OJo Caliente. Taos County,
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eiican Filigree

Clocts. Jewelry

JEWELS

and Hail Painted

Navaho Rugs and
Retail.
and
Goods.
Wholesale
at
Filigree
246 San Francisco St Santa Fe, N. M.

aepalrof Fine Watches and Jewelry Work

a Specially.

In-dla-

OUR PLACE
OTTO RETSCH,
PABST'S BLUE RIBBON

Fine Wines,

Proprietor.

The Beer of Quality.

FROM

A

liquors

WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

PINT UP.

and cigars.
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SANTA FE, N. M

&

COMPANY

FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE
AGENCY AMERICAN SURETY CO.

Surety Bonds

Judicial and Fidelity Bonds
Laughlin Block

Wholesale houses are comiDg to W illanl as soon as the Cut-of- f
is open
by a fine farming coun try. The purest water in New Mexico.
The geographical center of Tor ranee County and of New Mexico.
The water point on the great A., T. & S. F. short line through New Uexl
Willard is a growing town. Willi ard will make f City. Study the Mar
Your opportunity is there.
Far information, call on or address
JOHN W. CORBETT, OR W. M. TYLOhi
WILLARD, N. M.

Surrounded

X

xxxx

X

sxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxx

Santa Fe Livery Stable
THEODORE CORRICK Proprietor,

km ma

SANTA FE, N.'M.

BOARDING AND FEED STABLE
s LIVERY,

I

FTRST-CLAS- 8

GOOD SADDLE

CARRIAGE SERVICE
HORSES

FINE RIGS

t

PHONE 132.
XXXX

120 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

XXXXX XXXXS XXXW

SWSSX JtfCXSJS

ssxxvk

ADOLPH SELIGMAN
Special Summer Sale of

LADIES PjUSLIfl

cliff-dwell-

UNDERWEAR

White Goods, Laces and Embroideries.

ADOLPH SELIGMAN

257

Indian axil

8n

Francikco

Street

Micsn Vares

m

eurios

Baskets, Rag, Wax,. Feather and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems,
OUR MOTTO: .To Have the Bes: of Everythini In Our Lin.
Blankets,

ft

in"

-- jM

home-huilde-

-

J. W. MAYES

Territory.

cliff-dwell-

These Celebrated Hot Springs are the world. Tbe efficacy of these wat
located in the midst of the Ancient ers has been thoroughly tested by
miles west the miraculous cures attested to In the
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-five
rvf Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following
diseases: Paralysis, Rheua matism,
Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver & Rio Disease of the Kidneys, 'Syphilitic and
Orande Railway, frou which point a Mercurial Affections, g;nfui.a, Catarrh,
dally line of stages runs to the springs. La Grippe, all Femal V mplaints, etc.,
The temperature of these waters is etc. Board, lodging a..d bathing $2.50
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are per day; $15 per week; $50 per
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate month. Stage meets Denver trains
tery dry and delightful the year and waits for Santa Fe train upon reround. There is now a commodious quest. This resort is attractive ut all
hotel for the convenience of invalids, seasons and 13 open all winter. Pasand tourists. People
suffering with sengers for 04o Caliente can leave
consumption, cancer, and other con- Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and reach OJo
tagious diseases, are not accepted. Caliente at 4 p. m. the same day.
These waters contain 1,686.24 grains Fare for round trip from Santa Fe to
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further partie richest alkaline Hot Springs In ticulars, address

ANY QUANTITY

n-i- u

Cliff-Dwelle- r.

0J0 CALIEfJTE r0T SPRINGS.

Watches,

The natural point on the new A., T. & S. F. CuUIT tor the tlisiribu
tion of freight, having the advantage of the easy grades and short
to the East and West, and direct com munication with all
points iu the

TWO SINGER
" sewing machines

FRIGE

SIO

nmnnr

mm

(Continued, on Page Seven.)
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The New Meilcan Printing Company
prepared to do the best of brief
For sick folks. Your attention is work In short order and at very reascalled to the fact that our whiskey onable rates. Lawyers, who desire to
is bought in bond and purity is abso have their briefs printed rapidly and
lutely guaranteed.
correctly and to present them to the
THE CLUB.
Telephone 94.
Supreme Court now In session here
on time, should call on the New Mexof births and ican Printing Company.
Blank certiiicate$
deaths required to be furnished by
physicians, midwives, nurses and other
attendants at such occurrences, for HO FOR CLIFF DWELLERS
Parties outfitting for the Cliff Dwellsale at the New Mexican Printing Of
fice.
Low rates and in quantities to ings should not form a basket of
suit. Either in the English or Span- liquid refreshments. No charge foi'
All orders will re packing.
ish languages.
THE CLUB.
Telephone 94.
reive prompt attention

"A SPECIAL"

la

The New Mexican Printing Company claims to do the best
printing and binding id the Territory says it makes a specialty
of better grades of printing and binding caters particularly
people who want something a little out of the ordinary or a littM
better than the average does not claim to be the cheapest in the
Territory, but does claim that its work is always worth the pries)
asked for it, and this price is based on accurate knowledge of thu
cost of material and skilled labor; communicate with the Company in regard to the next lot of printing. Addresa The New
Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, ,N M
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Fourth of July is Coming

The Saturday Afternoon Whist Club
met today with Mrs. S. Spitz on Upper
Palace Avenue.
Hon. L. B. Prince, Is in Denver, and
will attend the public lands convention next week as a delegate from the
Board of Trade of this city.
Mrs. C. N. Blackwell, wife of the
president of the First National Banli
at Raton, who has been visiting in
Las Vegas, has returned home.
William B. Prince reached the city
yesterday from the Sunshine Ranch
He
in southern Rio Arriba County.
will return there tomorrow or Monday.
Colonel II. IT. Betts, of Silver City,
and Mrs. Betts are planning to attend
the annual convention of the Grand
Lodge of Elks at Philadelphia, next
month.
Postmaster Paui a. F. "Walter, left
this morning for the Valley Ranch
and will spend Sunday there for a
little recreation and rest on the Sabbath clay.
Captain E. G. Austen, of Las Vegas,
president of the Cattle Sanitary Board,
who was a visitor yesterday in the
Capital, left last night for the Meadow City.
Miss Julia Christensen, of Los An
SUITS
REDUCTION OX M
1!
of Mrs
sister
geles, California,
Suit between
You'll (jet to per vent off on every Made-to-OrdCharles C. Catron, has arrived in the
now ami the. Fourth of duly, so don't miss this great chance of
city and will be the guest of her sister for the summer.
your life. Our tailoring department is so thoroughly organized
Miss Maud MoFie. who has been
The artistic
that its workings may he compared to clockwork.
on an extended eastern visit for sev
taste of the cutters and the skill of the. tailors of the clothes-maker- s
eral weeks, reached home last even
inc. She has been visiting friends in
we represent are unequalled elsewhere.
New York and Chicago.
Miss Paddock after spending a few
days verv pleasantly at the Valley
Ranch resort on the Pecos River, re
turned home last evening greatly re
freshed and somewhat browned.
Mrs. L. B. Prince is expected to
.return Monday from a three months'
sojourn east, during which she vis
ited relatives and friends in New
York, Newark, Hartford and Washing
ton.
Our values in woolens arc unexcelled
Captain E. C. Abbott and Attorney
in fact they are the best on the marA. B. Renehan, who have been in at
ket, and yet we are not high-pricetendance on the district court of Rio
If you want to he in line for the
Arriba County at Tierra Amarilla, are
Fourth of July with the swelled and
expected to return home this evening
via the Denver & Rio Grande.
nobbiest Suit you ever owned, come
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Ilfeld, of Albu
advantnow. Save money by taking
querque, have returned to the Duke
age of this 15 per cent reduction while
City from a lengthy sojourn in Ger
it lasts.
many and in London. Mrs. Ilfeld has
been seriously ill part of the time, but
is now reported as improving.
Miss Anita Bergere is visiting Miss
Burns at the latter's home at Tierra
Amarilla. She will return home with
her father, District Court Clerk A. M
Bergere, who is attending court, for
Rio Arriba County in that town.
Percy F. Knight," assistant cashier
bBY G00IS HODSE IH THE CITY
THE LARGEST AND MOST
of the United States Bank and Trust
Company, left this morning for Buckman, tho camp of the Ramon Iand
and Lumber Company, whero he will
be a guest until Monday evening.
James W. Prude, merchant at
and Judge Thomas C. Tillotson.
fruit
raiser
at Lower Penasco, will at
WINTER GROCERY CO.
tend the inauguration ceremonies of
Captain George Curry as Governor of
New Mexico. They are old friends.
R. W. Hamilton, president of the
First National Bank at Artesia, and
FOR
D. L. Newkirk, editor of the Pecos
Valley News, published at Artesia, expect to be in Santa Fe during the inFruits And Vegetables
auguration of Captain George Curry.
Attorney General George W. Prich-arof All inds in
expects to leave tomorrow evening for Denver to be present as a delegate from the Territory at the Public
Season.
i
Lands Convention sessions In the
Queen City of the Plains during the
coming week.
Hon. Solomon Luna, who returned
during the week from a lengthy sojourn at his sheep ranches In Socorro County will be among the New
ll
Mexico delegates to the Public Lands
A
Convention next week. He will leave
Albuquerque for Denver tomorrow
night.
Miss Eda Donart, of Stillwater, Oklahoma, arrived in the city last evening, and will spend the summer here
Santa Fe. Telephone No.
S. E. Comer
as the guest of her brother, G. H.
Donart. Mrs. Donart has been in poor
health for some time and is now a pa- IDE-TO-ORDE-

Why suffer with
wnen
pain
BAIIARUSSNOW
LINIMENT
WILL CURE
RHEUMATISM. CUTS, OLD
SORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
STIFF JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
SCALD?, ETZ.,
G. A. Friedel, Dallas, Tex.
writes : ' 'I une Ballard's Snow

Liniment for my family. It
is the best Liniment made.
It relieves burns and scalds.'
25c, 50c and $1.00

R
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Swell dressers SHOUT

for"LAMM"
TAILORING

d.

mmm
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Mes-caler-
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coffee&w.
equal

WHITE
HOU

COFFHE
fve fried fhem dir.

v. BUTTER.

P.

Specialty.

40.

Plata,

FREE
The

the

O'Neill-Jame-

Co. of Chicago,

s

dealers in

Talking
Machines, has placed us in a position
to give to every family who trades at
our store, one of the
well-know- n

GRAND

I

BUSY

r

Talking

t

DISC

Machines

ABSOLUTELY

--

BEE

FREE

This machine is equipped with all
the latest improvement.
Mobley's Wonderful Sound Box and
Morning Glory Horn that gives a
wonderful volume of music, reproduc
to
In
addition
tones.
sweet
voice
in
all
giving you the Grand Busy nee Disc
its rich,
ing the human
one of the Busy Bee Disc Records
with
to
additional
we
are
Machine
purchases
going
give
Free,
Talking
assure you full value for every doline
of
and
our
goods,
complete
Fre. We ask vou to call and inspect
BE SURE AND ASK FOR COUPONS.
at our store.
llar

spenl

irflfl
LUi

it

HARDWARE AND PLUMBING
228 San Francisco St. Santa Fe, N.

We are 8lvInS away one
150.00 In coupons and a
.

M.

.

in coupou
music.

1

1

.

uan in ano

1 f
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meae tuigu
giaue wacumeB rreo wun
record with each additional $5.00
- I- .......Mam.
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Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
ST. IXUIS MO.,
EXCLUSIVE AND ONLY AUTORIZED AGENTS

Sold and Recommended by

SELIGW

FISCHER DRUG CO.
tient at Dr. Diaz's Sanitarium.
General and 'Mrs. T. F. Rodenbough, of New York City, who have
been visiting their daughter Mrs.
Earl Bullock, in Silver City, have reGeneral Rodenbough
turned! home.
is an officer on the retired list of
tho army who has seen much active
service.
H. A. Burnett, of Dodge City, Kan
sas, president of the Commercial
National Bank of that town and
Louis Loebner, of the same town
and
who have been in Albuquerque
farther south on a visit, returned to
the city yesterday. They have rooms
at the Claire Hotel.
Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall, of the U. S. Indian Training
School and Judge A. J. Abbott, U, S
attorney for the Pueblo Indians, re
turned last evening from Tierra Amar
illa where they have been during the
week in attendance on the district
court for Rio Arriba County.
m. a. utero and son
Miguel, who have been for several
weeks at the headquarters ranch of
the Salado Live Stock Company, In
Guadalupe County, are at liome for a
few days. They will return to the
ranch next week to remain until the
shearing of the sheep is completed.
District Attorney Robert C. Gortner,
who has been in Tierra Amarilla on
court business, returned home last
evening. Mr. Gortner stated that the
business of the court, is being rounded
up rapidly as several pleas of guilty
to indictmens found have been entered, thus obviating lengthy and costly

h

.

Company.

New Lot of Iron and Brass Beds

Upholstered
Dressing
Furniture,
Tables, Couches, Baby Buggies, Ranges and Desks, Etc., Just Received.

EMBALMING

A SPECIALTY.
306--

'Phone

10.

1.

S

A Large Car of

FURNITURE
CUT PRICES
In Everything for 30 Days

I

QUEENSWARE, HARDWARE,
RANGES,
STOVES,
RUGS,
AND PICTURE FRAMES.

PRICE$3X)0.
CALL AND GET PRICES

D. S.

LOWITZKI.
sas

Santa Fe Concrete Block Company
Reference: Quality cf Blocks Produced.

SEE OUR NEW FACE PATTERNS

GEO. S. BLUW T,

3L7C3--H-

.

The following coupon properly filled
will bring you our complete
Talking Machine literature, illustrating the different styles of machines, giving titles of
the thousands of Victor
Records, bands, songs,
stories, solos, etc. Also
quoting prices and tell- "
Inj of our liberal plan
of selling machines on
easy payments. Fill In,
cut It out, and mail today.
out,

THE

Monday June 17th

MUSIC

COMPANY,
California Street,
Denver, Colo.

1625-3- 1

Gentlemen:

You may send me your Illustrated Talking Machine
In the Daily and Weekly Santa

literature, as per your advertisement
Fe New Mexican.
Name.

..

FISH BAIT WANTED.

San Pranclscd St.

Just Received

BEGINNING

If going fishing next week, a very
necessary part of your outfit will be a
gallon or two of pure snake juice.
THE CLUB.
Telephone 94.

8

Night Call ?hone Nt.
Ill

Sold

MISS A. MUGLER

AND

UNDERTAKING

For scratches, hums, cuts, Insect
bites and the many little hurts common to every family, use De Witt's

I will offer the balar ce of
my Summer Hats, Baby
Bonnets, etc. at and below
cost. Don't delay calling
early. Southeast Cor. Plaza.

CD.

WAGNER

rurmture

"

Carbolized Witch Hazel Salve.
by The Ireland Pharmacy.

SANTA FE

BROS.

CHARLES

trials.

Thomas Catron, cadet at West Point
and son of Hon. and Mrs. T. B. Catron, will be in Santa Fe during the
coming week to spend a vacation of
six weeks with his parents. He has
just completed his second year at the
and stands well, being
academy
classed twenty-sixtin a class of 125
members.
He has scored one in
French and Spanish.
Acting Governor Raynolds, Mrs.
Reynolds and three sons, who left here
yesterday for Las Vegas in their automobile, talcing the old Santa Fe trail
between this city and the Meadow City,
arrived safely and report having had
a very nice trip. They reached their
destination at 4:30 o'clock in the afternoon, having been delayed about
four miles from Las Vegas by a slight
accident, otherwise they would have
reached there by 1 o'clock.
The
day was perfect and the road
from Glorieta
east was in fair
Between this city and
condition.
Glorieta much road mending is necessary. While in the Meadow City they
are the guests of Jefferson Raynolds,
father of the acting governor. They
expect to leave for Santa Fe early to
morrow morning and to reach here in
good season tomorrow evening.

IN

Address.

.

,

la

JUNE

SATURDAY,

15,
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SANTA FE HABERDASHERY
Lhadbk Ok Fashion

FOR MEN
We Take Your MEASURE And Got You
One ot The SWELLEST Suits Made For

$16.00 $18.00 $20.00
vo
Si:

rwiiw. w.
''it:.

MADE

V.!.

:lli:J'.

Up to $45.00

Full Dress Suits and Rain Coats

MM

TO ORDER

Largest line 01 snins in Sania Fe

1

MirMHD PITV TflDIPQ
i

iui

tyjJB

Iron beds, $3.60 to $20 at Andrews.
Andrews sells everything at living
prices.
Ranger Thomas R. Steward, stationed on the Pecos National Forest
was in the city today on business.
Lyttleton Lewis, rancher on the
Upper Pecos, near the Cowles mining
camp, attended to personal affairs to,
day in town.
Manuel Vigil, farmer at Espanola,
and formerly a resident of this city,
spent totfay here, visiting relatives
and purchased ranch supplies,
We have just added a carload of
furniture to our stock of general merPrice-chandise.
right; call and be
F. ANDREWS.
convinced.
WANTED To purchase copies of
the Session Laws since 1S97 and of
the Compiled Laws of 1897 In the
Spanish language. Address the New
Mexican Printing Company.
Juan Garcia, of Albuquerque, wealthy sheep owner whose herds range
in western Valencia
and Socorro
Counties, was registered at the
He was here on
yesterday.
business.
,
Owing to the Woman's Board of
Trade dance on Tuesday evening, the
regular fortnightly dance of the Capital City Club has been postponed
until Thursday evening, the 20th
instant.
Call and examine our furniture. A
carload just received consisting of
dressers, commodes, sideboards, extension tables, iron beds', kitchen cupboards and cabinets, chairs of all
F. ANDREWS.
kinds, etc.
Santa iFe Lodge of Perfection No.
1, A. and A. S. R., will hold its regular monthly communication this evening at Masonic Hall commencing
at 7:30 o'clock. Visiting brethren of
the Rite are courteously invited to
be present.
Carlos Creamer, who has been confined to St. Vincent's Hospital for the
past four weeks as a result of an operation for appendicitis, was able to be
out for a few hours today. He expects
to leave the hospital the latter part
of next week.
who are engaged in
Housewives
house" cleaning can secure the necessary old papers to put under their carpets and on their shelves by calling
at the New Mexican office.. Clean
newspapers in bundles of fifty and up
for one cent per pound.
Watermelons are now in the local
market. The first ones of the season
to make their appearance here arrived yesterday. They are shipped in
from Texas. The retail price is three
cents per pound. Mis
and one-hal- f
souri strawberries are being offered
in the stores now, at twenty cents
for a pint box. The strawberry crop
was pretty much of a failure this year
on account of the late frosts and backward season.
The following visitors have registered since Wednesday at the rooms
of the Historical Society: John 0. Miller, Peru, Indiana; G. W. Alexander,
Venus; Texas; W. J. Beatiem. Salt
Lake City, Utah; R. B. Washington,
Alexandria, Virginia; P. T. Popoff,
Elatma, Russia; Mrs. N. B. Wilcox,
Bertha H. Wilcox, Grace Wilcox,
Harry Wilcox, Durango, Colorado ;
Franklin Butler, Des Moines, Iowa;

Iff

- -

The Swellestand Most Complete Line
of Men's Ties in New Mexico

KIPS

OF

SUPER

UHDEBWEHR

Straw and Panama Hats
Everything That's Up

To-Dat-

Hosiery

With

e

Nor-mandi- e

4 Per Cent on Time Deposits
ON CERTIFICATES

OF DEPOSIT. AND 8AVINGS ACCOUNT S.

Place your account with us NOW,
and when, a little later on, you may
want to borrow money for any purpose whatsoever, you will find us amply able and disposed to accommodate
you on the very best terms and rates
obtainable anywhere.

If you have valuable papers of any
kind, such as deeds, notes, Insurance
papers, etc., why not rent one of our
Safety Deposit boxes, where your
f
papers will be safe in our
fire-proo-

vault?

WE COUNT
v

IIMJK KkJJU WILiL

much the largest asset we have in our business.

To have our

customers say to their friends,. "Every statement made by S. Spitz
can be relied upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive
Reliability is our watchword and every sale we make is closed

for.
only

after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.

satisfaction to buy at a store like this.

It

is a

great

Kvery article carries with

H. S: KAUNE & GO.

it our guarantee.

C (fcPTT'7

mat

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

CALL UP !PHONE

NO. 9

-

LARGEST WHOLESALE HOUSE IN NEW MEXICO
Prepared to Fill Small or Large Orders for Anything in

GROCERIES, HARDWARE, IMPLEMENTS, SADDLERY
CROCKERY, DRY GOODS, NOTIONS, BOOTS,
SHOES, HATS, MILLINERY, CLOTHING

Compare Our Goods and Prices. We Can Supply you
Houses. Try Us.
Quicker and Better Than Far-of- f

CHA
ALBUQUERQUE,

DUFIL
Mil

N. M.

LADIES CAN WEAR bHOES.
one size smaller after using Allen's
Foot-Easa powder to be shaken
into the shoes. It makes tight or new
shoes feel easy; gives instant relief
to corns and bunions. VJs the greatest comfort discovery of the age. Allen's Foot-Eas- e
is a certain cure for
tired, sweating, hot, aching feet. ... At
all druggists and shoe
stores, 25c.
Don't accept any substitute.
For
FREE trial package, also Free Sample of the FOOT-EASSanitary
CORN-PAD- ,
a new invention, address
Allen S. Olmstead, Le Roy, X. Y.

LA

VEQA4L N

M.

ANT A ROSA.

FURNITURE

5C.

Will Have Fancy

31
EVERY DAY

ui tut

A prompr, pleasant, good remedy
for coughs and colds is Kennedy's
laxative Cough Syrup. It contains no
opiates and does not constipate. Children like it. Sold by The Ireland
Pharmacy.
The New Mexican Printing Company
has on hand a large supply of pads
and tablets suitable for school worn,
the desk, and also for kwyers and
merchants; good anywhere. We will
sell them at five cenu In book form,

decoiateJ window makes
,
good showing to people taking in tb
sights, but advertising your wares iu
a bettei
the New Mexican make
showing and attracts mort attention

T

nil

IB

-'-

FRESH EVERY DAY

FE

ASPARAGUS

FANCY LETTUCE

RADISHES

ETC.

S. KAUNE & GO.

Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything

Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything

Everything
Everything
Everything

Subscribe tor the I illy New
and get Jbe news.

'PHONE NO. 83.

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN

In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In

Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture

in

I

In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In

Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture
Furniture

i
rurmiure
.
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4
4
3
1
4

PROMPT ATTENTION.

Everything in Hardware

No 1. Southbound leave Santa Fe
2:00 p. m.
No. 2. North jound arrives Santa
Fe 5:00 p. m.

;
YOU

connects with Numbers
east and No. 3 limited west

FIRST-CLAS-

No. 724

conects with No.

1

west at

No. 724 connects with No. 7 fad
southbound and 9 west at Laiar.
Main Line Via Lamy.
No. 1 stops at
No. 7 will stop

8

;h

LEO

FEED.

FOD.

HERSCH

Wholesale and R etail Dealers in
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POT ATOES, SALT AND SEEDS.
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

am prepared to furnish Ice Cream
prices. If possible send in orders 24
to Albuquerque
and Ices in any quantity. Call up
gers from Santa Fe.
'Phone 15 or at Bacon Ice Mouses for
a.
m.
721
9:40
No
leaves Lamy at
48 hours in advance.
or
and will not wait lor No. 2 from the
E. C. JAMES.
Vio.
west at Lamy, waiting only for
10 from the south and No. 3 from tie
I

KERR'S
Capital : Parlors

in city.
The only first-clasSecond to none in Territory.
Pour first-clasartists : :
J. M. SEAY,
Electrical Baths . . . .$1.50
Contractor and Builder.
.25
Other Baths
WORKMANSHIP
Parlor Located West Bide Piae
Odd Jobs Given Prompt Attention.
W. II KERR. Pfoprietot
Now is the time for those screen

Letter copy books of the best material are kept In stock br the New
Mexican Printing Company and wll'
be sold at very low figures for
work. When you are in need ' doors and windows.
a letter copy book of the right kind, 339 San Francisco St, P. O. iox
patronize the New Mexican Printing
Try a New Mexican want ad.
Company;

s

s

.....

FIRST-CLAS-

s

AND

tiole Agency For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK

ICECREAM!

all stations.
at all stations, Lamy
to discharge passen-

FLOUR

S

Those who have dealt with us don't
have to be told how excellent our specialties are. And those Who don't
know our flour and feed are losing
something every day they remain un- acquainted. If you are one of these
you should give us a trial order at
once.

,4.

10
At

Lamy.

HIT THE RIGHT FEED

when you strike this establishment
We handle nothing but

RIO GRANDE.
DENVER
No. 426. Eastboun'd
leayei Santa
Fe 11 a. m.
No. 425. Westbound arrives Santa
Pe 3:30 p. m. ,
ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA
Branch.
Arrive at Santa Fe Station.
10:40 a. m.
No. 721
6:50 p. m.
No. 723
11:15 p. m.
No. 725
Depart from 8anta Fe Station.
8:15 a. m.
No. 720
4:20 p. m.
No. 722
7:40 p. m.
No. 724.. ..

first-clas-

'PHONE 26.

Mirrors.

The most complete assortment and the fiiest
stock ever brought to Santa Fe. Each piece perfectly
finished and THE PRICES ARE RjIGHT.

Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything
Everything

at

H.

Pier

I

A well

and 2
Lamy.

SANTA

i

inu- -

j
Cabinet u

v.wutijuni.

duct of the
Maker, Commodes, Chif
foniers, Dressers, Chini1
Side Boards.
Closets,
Buffets, W a,r d r o b es.
Boole Cases, Stand, Cen
Library
ter, Parlor,
and Kitchen Tables
Kitchen Cabinets ant
Safes, Flat Top and
Roll Tod Desks, Hat
Trees, Seats and Racks
Mirrors and Costumers,
Brass and Iron Beds
Cradles
Cribs
and
Stools, Chairs of all
kinds, Rockers, Morris
Chairs, Pe e s tals,
Couches,
Davenports
Cots, Coil and Woven
Wire Springs, Writing
Desks, Framed Picture
s, Art Works, Easles, Screws,

j

Sidney A. Bernstein, Cincinnati, Ohio;
L. E. Weaver, Earl Angle, Estancia.
Several property owners and tax'
payers have called at the office of the
New Mexican Printing Company and
have requested that it be announced
that it is their opinion that the
streets of this city should be thoroughly sprinkled at least four times
a week.
Palace Avenue from the
Arroyo Sais west, Washington Avenue, Lincoln and Grant Avenues from
Federal Place, San Francisco Street
to Jefferson
from the Cathedral
Street, Don Caspar Avenue, Manhat
tan and Montezuma Avenues, Cer-- !
riilos Road, Galisteo and College
Streets should be given attention.
The New Mexican informed these citizens that they could not get up a
fight in the New Mexican over that
proposition as this paper was heartily
in accord with them. This matter is
respectfully, and earnestly presented
to the attention of the city council
for consideration and speedy action,
if possible.

No. 720

THE FOSTER HOSE SUPPORTER

3

TWO FULL CARS.

FE-Lam- y

.

4

SANTA FE CENTRAL.

Until our present supply is
exhausted we will give one
package of Korn Kinks FREE
of one
with each purchase
package, or

OmS. CLOSSON.

N. M.

and Leaving Santa Fe
Compiled According to Schedules
of Trains Now In Effect.

Korn
Kinks
TWO PACKAGES FOR

Off!,

intering

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Line Drivers Furnished. Rates Riant.

Improves Every Figure
PRICE FIFTY CENTS A PAIR

LFKUD)

TIME TABLE ALL LINES.

LIVERY STABLE
FINE RIGS RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURR1ES. HACKS.

l'AOE FIVft

OH AS.

1

ALL

S.M.

SUUkfA FE NKTV MEXICAN, SANTA FE,

1907.

313.

Blaak Butohers' ShJ iplng CertiS
eates tor sale by thf lev Mexlcas
Printing Company:

AA3TA' FE NEW HEXICAJS, SANTA tfE,

PAGE SiX
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!

!
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HOTEL ARRIVALS

Santa Fe Central
I

Palace.
Mrs. H. A. Canter, Max Nordhaus,
Will C. Barnes, E. G. Austen, Las Vegas; 0. D. Oimstead, Washington;
W. G. Boyle, Denver; A. ,C. Chandler,
Columbus, Ohio.
Claire.
J. C. Donaldson, Los Angeles,; II
A. Burnett, Louis
Loebner,
Dodge
City, Kansas; George S. Ramsey, Al
C. J. Forney,
Lyons,
buquerque;
Kansas.
Normandie.
Walter Jackson, Colorado Springs;
Juan Garcia, Albuquerque; Amos W.
Clark, Rico, Colorado; C. J. Hill, Es
panola; John Johnson, Hans John
son, New Jersey; L. M. Mcintosh,
Winslow, Arizona; Manuel Vigil, Es
panola; L. E. Hanley, Willard.
Coronado.
Thomas R. Stewart, Pecos; Fidel
Ortiz, Las Vegas; Llewellyn Lewis,
Cowles; Alfonzo Herrera, Alfredo Her- rera, Las Vegas.

LUuLylikLL: LLC
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190b.
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"
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6,37"
p
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"
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Molutoih...
8) p
"
Estnocia.... " tf.illl 2 05 p
"
WHlnni.... " ii,12'. 12 .i0 p
Arr ...Torranct .Lv i.T 11 00 a
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Freight, Passenger and Steamship

business.
Pullman berths secured by wire.
Connections:
At Santa Fe, witb
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad, and
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Kennedy, with Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Torrance with El Paso & Southwestern
System.
8. B. GRIMSHAW,
General Freight and Passenger Agent.

WSiy

Don't Yoa Take A Trip
East, West, North,
or Sooth

visit your home folks, your old father
and mother your sister and brother and
friends. Every body should take t
trip once a year, gc" away from business,
enjoy yourselves and have a good outing, it
And

does you good and when you come backyou
feel like a new man or woman and can take
hold of your business and handle it with better spirit than if you are always dragging
along day in and day out worrying about
something undone,
The Sa.ita Fe Advertises low rates to Chicago, St, Loins, Karifas City arid other Points
and return. Also to California and return.
We also have very low rates sr. effect from
all Kansas and Oklahoma points, also
St. Louis Kansas City and Chicaco to Santa
Fe and return. If you can't take a trip have
your friends come and visit you, Call
on me at the City Office of the A. T. & S. F.
tty. and let me help you to plan a trip ho i e

mm

Train

No. 3l

Mon.. Wed,, Train No.

Fridny
7
8

f.O

nm

20

am

Distance
from

1

4 (X) pm
4 23 pm
4 43 pm
5 OOj m
S 20
pm

20

10 pm
1 5 fO pm
o in pm
6 30 pm
5

V

10

9 63
10 :0

It

:;

hid

am
am
am

60

20 pm

12

Trains Nos.
17 and '()

;;;!
Ar,

KORHLEB,
VKKME.IO
r
Lv.... CERROSOSO

Ar

LV.

Ap
r v
T.v

(

UTE

80

49
42

C5

31

am
am
30 am
4S am
25 am

25
22
11

00 nm

Leve

Leave
Leave
Leave
Arrive.

Tr'lnNo

30

Mon. Wed.

Friday
H 85
6 15

5
5

pm
m

i20 pm
pm

05 pm
3 45 pm
3 15 pm
2 40 pm
1' 40 pB
4

PARK.."!!'.Lv'

Trains Nog.
18 and 21
Tuo. Thuri
Saturday

STATIONS
Leaves
Lea e

2

7'

J

.

Ar

t

No.

Dally
12 lit pm
U S7 am
1 4') am
00 am
)t
11 2' am
11 10 am
10 15 am
9 51 am
9 35 am

Moines

f 0 am"

8
6
8
9
10

J

Des

Saturday
7
7

Leaves
RATON
Arrivfs
' v CLIFTON H'USE J'c t Lv
Leaves.. SPRESTON .Leaves'
LJ"
KOEHLER Jet

Distance
from

Tues. Thura

S

23
33
41
47

Train

STATION J

liaton

naiiy

00 am
7 25 Hin
7

RATON

Arrive
Leave
Leave
Lea e
T eave
Leave
Leave

CLIFTON HOUSE JUNCTION
CUNNINGHAM.,...
THOM RSON

VIGIL
CAPULIN VEGAS
DBS MOINEs

2

2i pm

t 00

pm
pm
pm
pm
40 am
00 am

1 15
12 40
12 25
11

11

Connects with Fl Paso Southwestern
train 124, arriving in Dawson, N. M ot6 10 p.
Connects with El PaSO & Southwestern Ry,
T? v
N M
trn in 1:. Ian vinontlunftftm
for
Van
staee
Mouten meetn trains at
N. M
Connects with A. T.&S. F. trainsNos Preston,
A.
W.
GORMAN, Gen. Pass Agt.
1, 7and9.
Raton, New Mexico
Hflu-ann- .

OUTE
TO
The Mining Camps of Colorado, Utah and Nevada;
To Denver, Colorado Springs and
Pueblo is Via the

Denver & Rio Grande Railway

rvmirnmnn

i

CO

SCHEDULE

?

P. O. E.

'masammafwmtm
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
Union of America. Regular meetings 'hwyf&MtrP!
rst and third Mondays in each month
at 8 o'clock p. ni., Odd Fellows' Hall,
San Francisco Street. Visiting Frat
ers welcome.
M. E. ORTIZ, Fraternal Master.
GREGORIO RAEL, Treas.
NATIONAL ELECTRIC MEDICAL
DAVID GONZALES, Sec'y.
ASSOCIATION.
Los Angeles, California, June 18th to
Do Not Forget the Children.
21st, 1907.
At this season of the year the first Los Angeles and return
$33.45
unnatural looseness of a child's bow San Francisco and return
$43.45
els should have immediate attention.
Tickets on sale daily June 9th to
The best thing that can lie given is 16th inclusive.
Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera
qnd
Final return limit, August 31st. 1907.
Diarrhoea Remedy followed by cas
tor oil as directed with each bottle of
NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ASSOthe remedy. For sale by all
CIATION CONVENTION.
Los Angeles, California, July 8th to
12th, 1907.
(Homestead Entry No. 6,891.)
Los Angeles and return
$33.45
Notice for Publication.
San Francisco, Cal., and return .. $43.45
Department of the Interior,
Tickets on sale daily June 23d to
Land Office at Santa, Fe, N. M.
July 6th inclusive.
May 21, 1907.
Final return limit, September 15th,
Notice is hereby given that Am
brosio Pino, of Galisteo, N. M., has 1907.
filed notice of his intention to make
JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION.
r
final
proof in support of his
Homestead Entry No. Norfolk, Virginia, April 26th to Noclaim, viz:
vember 30th.
6,891 made March 4, 1902, for the NE
$88.25
of Section 14, Township 13 N, Season ticket
ticket
$73.60
Range 9 E., and that said proof will Sixty-daticket
$57.25
be made before the Register and Re- Fifteen-daThe season tickets and sixty-daceiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on July 3
tickets will be on sale dally until
1907.
November
30th, 1907.
to
He names the following witnesses
The fifteen-datickets will be on
his
residence
continuous
prove
upon
ale daily until November 20th, 1907.
and cultivation of, the land, viz: An
tonio Villanueba, Tomas VHlanueba,
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
Julio Montoya and Etanislado SandoTo Pacific Coast points, also Arival, all of Galisteo, N. M.
MANTEL R. OTERO,
zona, British Columbia, Idaho, and
Register, Montana points.
Very low rates effective June 1,
and are on sale daily until Septem(Homestead Entry No. 11,192.)
ber 15th, 1907.
Notice
Publication.

RAILWAY

PACIFIC

&

1907.

15,

Wells Fargo Express

When fi need of anything In the
printing line, such aa wedding cards,
invitations, lilefs, call on the New
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 460, B. P. 0. E., Mexican
Prinimg Connany. where
holds Its regular session on the second
work Is guaranteed.
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
Visiting brothers are invited and welletter heaas. bill neaafc, note neada,
R. H. HANNA, E. R.
come,
envelopes, of all sizes printed and sola
J. D. SENA, Sec'y.
by th New Mexican Pr'ntlng Company at low rart and In aua.HIttae
FRATERNAL UNION.
B.

5332

LOUIS, ROCKY MOUNTAIN

PASSENGER

There is no case of indigestion, no
matter how obstinate, that will not be
speedily relieved by the use of Kodol,
Kodol contains the same juices found t
t
in a

healthy stomach. Conforms to
the Pure Food and Drugs Law, Sold
by the Ireland's Pharmacy.

JUNE

SATURDAY,

SI

Rail-

way Company

Effective

M.

JSN

..

Through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the

San Jean country of Colorado.
For information as to rtles, train service,
criptive literature, etc., call on or address
S. K. HOOPER, Q. P. & T. A.,

des-

F. H. McBRIDH, Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M.

Denver, Cola

I

OMriug

CHARLES W. DUDROW

tomoer, 5asn, and uoors
OsrJ

114, ETSTP9 OP EUI1DOQ fiUTERlAX
Mid
Wood Estra Thy, Cu$ to Fk Ywar

Stra

D$Hvr$3l t Assy
Part el tiv Gtjrs

CERRILLGt
auEsd HAGAN

five-yea-

I

F.

;s

firaftck Office o4 YuA at

Cm-ilk-,

M. M

4

y

Ccme and

getthe rate

it don't cost anything
to ask questions.
G. H. DONART, AGENT

East Side of Plaza Catron
Block.

y

y

y

WHEN

in need of
on Eavth tty a

NEW MEXICAN WANT AD.

It will positively bring results.

ss

for

Tetter Cured.
suflady customer of ours had
or
thre'
two
for
tetter
with
fered
years. It got so bad on her hands
that she could not attend to her house-

hold duties. One box of Chamberlain's Salve cured her. Chamber-ialn'- s
medicines give splendid satisfaction in this community. M. H.
Rodney & Co., Almond, Ala. Chamberlain's medicines are for sale by all
druggists.
"GOOD

ROOMS."

fou can get a good room at the
Hotel Normanu'ie at a very moderate
price, either by the week or month.
You will be gainer by calling there,
before engaging rooms elsewhere.
Tonight.

If you would enjoy tomorrow take
.'Tiamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets tonight.
They produce an
agreeable laxative effect, clear the
head and cleanse the stomach. Price
25 cents. Samples free at all
HEALTHY CHILDREN.
There is nothing better for weak,
imny children than Dr. Lauritzen's
Health Table Malt. It makes them
strong, fat and hearty. And being
can result
absolutely
ones.
In
little
the
for
good
only
CO.
n. h RAITNB
CITT ItOTTLfNI WORK. PCi M
Colio and Diarrhoea.
in the stomach, colic and diarr-

Pains
hoea are quickly relieved by the use
of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy. When in need
of such a medicine, give it a trial.
For sale by all druggists.
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER.
The Bon Ton Lunch Counter las
been repainted, and refurnished, and
U now one of the best In itie Territory. They handle everything In the
eatin line from both eastern tn'J
western markets. A call will convince
on that 'hey know the bnaineai.

FRATERNAL

SOCIETIES

Department of the Interior,
Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

SUMMER EAST- -

M.-

EXCURSIONS
excursions to
eastern states including Illinois, Iowa,
Missouri, Nebraska, North and South
Dakota; also Kansas, Wisconsin and
Wyoming, during months of June and
July, 1907. Very low rates.
To St. Louis and return, $41.50.
To Kansas Cicy and return, $36.
To Chicago and return, $46.50.
Dates of sale: June 15, 16, 17, 22,
BOUND

May 31, 1907.

"Summer

east-boun-

d

FLAT

:

OPENING

:

BLANK

;

BOOK

Notice is hereby given that Alejan
dro Gonzales, of Hobart, N. M., has
MASONIC.
filed notice of his Intention to make
r
final
proof in support of hla
Montezuma Lodge, No. claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
1, A. F. S. A. M. Regu
made April 25, 1907, for the N. W,
lar communication first
of Section 10, Township 19 N.,
Monday of eac.1 month Range 6 E., and that said proof will
Wf;5!f;' at Masonic Hall at be made before the Register and Re
7:30 p. m.
ceiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on July 10,
23, 24, 29, 30; July 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9,
R. H. HANNA. W. M.
1907.
10, 11, 12, 19, 20 and 21.
ALAN R. McCORD, Sec'y.
He names the following witnesses
Continuous passage In both direc
to prove his continuous residence
tions, going passage to commence on
viz:
npon, and cultivation of, the
day of sale, returning passage to com
Santa Fe Chapter, No. Apolinar Casados, of Santa land,
N. M.; mence on
Fe,
'
day of execution. Final re1. R. A. M.
ReguPablo Medina, of Ildefonzo, N. M.;
turn limit October 31, 1907.
lar convocation second Nicolas
Gonzales, of Ildefonzo, N. M.;
For further Information concerning
Monday of each month Victoriano Casados of Santa Fe N. M.
tickets pleace call n
these
at Masonic Hall at
MANUEL R. OTERO,
7:30 p. m.
(FRAY PATENT)
Register.
Summer tourist rates to Mexico on NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., SOLE MAKERS FOR NEW
S. SPITZ, H. P.
MEXICO.
sale daily, June 1 to 15, final- limij
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Sec'y.
(Homestead Entry No. 5.732.) .
October 31. Round trip tickets will
Notice for Publication.
be sold to the following points at the
Santa Fe Commandery No. Department of the Interior,
Mexico
rate of one fare and one-fift1, K. T. Regular conclave
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Quer- Monterey,
Durango,
City, Celaya,
second Saturday In each
May 31, 1907.
etarlo, Saltlllo, San Luis Potosi, and
s
month at Masonic Hall
In bcth
Notice Is hereby given that Nicolas Torreon.
Liberal
7:30 p.m. C. J. CRANDALL, E. C.
Gonzales, oi Ildefonzo, N. M., has filed directions.
H. F. STEPHENS, Recorder.
notice of his Intention to make final
r
proof in support of his claim,
Summer tourist rates to Chisago
viz:
Homestead Entry No. 5,732, and St Louis and return June 1 to SepSanta Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1, made
April 19, 1900, for the S. W.
tember 30, inclusive: Chicago and re14th degree. Ancient and Accepted of S. W.
of Section 17, and S.
turn, $54.75; St. Louis and return,
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets of S. E.
and S. E.
of S. W.
Final return limit October 31,
$48.10.
on the third Saturday of each month Section
19 N., Range 6 1907.
18,
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in E., and that Township
said proof will be made Summer Tourist Rates to Denver,
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza. before the
and Receiver, at
Register
Colorado Springs and Pueblo.
vs&rnf
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor- Santa Fe, N. M., on July 10, 1907.
On sale dallj June 1st to September
dially Invited to attend.
He names the following witnesses
30th, 1907;
to prove his continuous residence
CHARLES A. WHEELON, 32,
S8MS
S5S1 AAS3A 5U B. H.
To Denver and return $21.10.
Veritable Master. upon, and cultivation of, the land viz:
To Colorado Springs and return
Apolinar .Casados, of Santa Fe, N. M.; $18.15.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14, Sec.
Pablo Medina, of Ildefonzo, N. M.;
To Pueblo and return $16.35.
Victoriano Casados, of Santa Fe, N.
Final return limit October 31st,
M.; Alejandro Gonzales, of Ildefonzo. 1907.
I. O. O. F.
N. M.
Stop overs will b allowed at and
MANUEL R. OTERO,
north of" Pueblo in both directions.
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2. I. O. O. F.,
Register
G. H. DONART,
We make a specialty of Pl$VBI,OPINa, PRINT
meets every Thursday evening in Odd
Agent a. T. & S. F. Ry.
INO and ENLARGING. Mall Orderi Given Promp
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco Street.
Butchers' bhipping certificates, such
Hand for Catalogue.
Attention.
Visiting brothers welcome.
When to need of anytime on earth,
as are required by law, printed lo
& DEWEY COMPANY,
HOWLAND
FRANK PLOMTEAUX, N. Q.
blank form by the New Bfecan try a New Mexican want ad.. It will
26 9. Spring St.. Lot Angelet, Cel. 510 3
BroaJway.
DAVID L. MILLER, Sec'y
positively biln,- resit(.
Printing Compaiy
five-yea-

11,-19-

iit-

4

flit

Gummwrr b. Sua,
WHOLESALE 6R0CERS
H. B.

stop-over-

five-yea-

4

1-- 4

4

1--

Grata. Ftosr

ci

Ptatot, fitatbnry,

miimw ova

I

Kodaks and Photo Stfpf lie

!

ME TP iELEW,
Belen is 3t miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System leading
East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and

points East to San Francisco, Los Amgeles, El Paso and
Old Mexico.
1,000 business and residence lots, also 25x14.5 feet, laid
out with broad 80- - and
streets, with alleys 20 feet
70-fo- ot

wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; churches;

laree mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent Roller

I

Commercial Club; a population of '1,500 people; several
Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hotels,
restaurants, etc. Belan is the largest shipping point for
wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad

citv in the near future cannot be estimated.

(Continued

BACK TO

NATURE.

From Page Three.)

needs of man could "be, and would be,
the just reward for his Intelligent
labor. All of the needs of the physical body, such as food, raiment, and
housing, together with the means for
preparing or transporting them all
these are products of the physical
earth. They who till the soil, raise
stock, mine, or quarry, are the producers, and as such are to 'be encouraged and assisted. The farmer
lives closer to nature, and more nearly approaches the Ideal simple life
than he who follows any other calling, and the fact that he is not envied shows how far we are from really knowing how to' live. Before the
world ' is much older the life of the
small farmer shall be so improved
that he will not only be the most contented of men, but his labor shall be
considered
vastly more honorable
than clipping bonds or buying on
margins.
requires soil, water
Vegetation
and whatever the
and
air,
sunlight,
proportions of these elements may be
there are forms of life which are
adapted to the conditions in any locality. These are not always favorable
for man, who, having determined to
live in a certain place, generally manages to modify or change the conditions until they are satisfactory. Sunlight and air are fixed quantities
which may be lessened only by selecting sheltered places, but the soil
may be improved and the supply of
water may be regulated. If there Is
an excess of water, the land must be
drained; if there is a deficiency in

rainfall, it must be irrigated.

Inas-

much as no region can be sure of an
amount of precipitation exactly suited
to. Its soil and climate, it follows
that the, areas which can be controlled by draining or by- - irrigation
are more sure of a full harvest.
Storing of Flood Waters.
In a country like New Mexico the
precipitation over the lowlands is not
sufficient for the raising of all the
crops which, with other elements of
the climate, such as wind and temperature would encourage, or the altiIn the mountainous
tude permit.
areas there is a greater rainfall, but
the streams which drain thehi are generally intermittent and frequently torrential. The ungoverned flood waters
are frequently agents of destruction
when they might be made beneficent,
for if properly stored and distributed
over the lowlands, the area of productive lands and the number of happy
homes would be enormously increased.
The proposition is really not very complexit was solved by the ancients
and the people of today should not
hesitate for a precedent, even if they
were several thousand years behind

the times.
The storing of water In reservoirs
is solely a matter of engineering construction, provided there is a favorable site for the dam and enough water to fill the basi after its construction. If, however, the work is to be
of a permanent character, as all work
in New Mexico should be, It is especially desirable, and almost imperative, that the waters should reach the
reservoirs as clear as possible. Torrential streams run muddy, and if the
grade be steep, as it is likely to be
above a reservoir site,' they discharge
large quantities of silt, gravel, and
boulders, which in a short time would
fill a reservoir and decrease its ca
pacity. When such discharges are excessive the end of the project Is not
far off. To clean a reservoir is a gigantic task, and even if the debris be
hydrauliced away, it means a loss of
water greater than the reservoir
would hold. It is manifestly unprofitable to store water from such streams.
It is here that forestry comes to the
rescue. A well covered and protected
watershed will discharge a regulated
stream of clear Water. This is exactly
what is desired and it is the only ulti

Located on Belen

115

ALL

The
Belen Town and
mprovement
ompany
are owners of the

FAST LIMITED

MAIL

EXPRESS,

AND

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered are in the center of the city, well graded
(many of them improved by cultivation); no sand or
W'e

gravel.

need

a

drst-clas-

bakery, tailor shop, shoe

s

house, jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill, coal and wood

yard, drug store, harness shop, etc. etc.; also a
modern hotel.

first-clas-

s

Our prices of lots are low and terms on easy payments;
title perfect; warranty deeds.
purchase money,
s
cash.
may remain on note, with mortgage as
One-thir- d

Two-third-

security, for one year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.
Apply at once for map and prices if you wish to secure

JOHN BECKER, President.
WM. M. BERGER,

Santa Fe R'y

of

Ctt-of- f

FREIGHT TRAINS' OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAI N LINE THROUG jT Tl) BELEN

BELEN TOWjySITE

The Belen Town
GETTING

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.

the choicest lots.

Secretary

ancf Improvement Company

mate result which will bo permanently
satisfactory.
Uncle Sam's Valuable Service.
The Federal Government, in Its administration of the numerous forested
areas which have been reserved, seeks
to render the best and most lasting
service to mankind. Its policy is endorsed whenever it is fully understood it antagonizes only those who
would reap where they will not sow.
The Forest Service desires to promote
lumbering, but in such a manner that
other Interests shall not suffer there
from. It will encouraee the use of
the reserves for grazing, but will not
permit the watersheds to be denuded
'
by overstocking. The miner may oper- -

Club, was taken seriously ill a few
days ago at Tucumcarl with ptomaine
poisoning. Moss has been traveling
through New Mexico and Arizona for
weeks soliciting
the past several
members to the El Paso Quien Sabe
Club and his mission" has been quite
successful.
He is now 1" the care
of a physician at Tucumcarl and as
soon as he sufficiently recovers will
be taken to his home in the Pass City.
After one of the most tragical and
sickening trial ever held in Arizona,
Cager Edwards, was convicted this
week at Globe, of rape on the person
of his
niece. The jury
was out but five minutes, returning
a verdict of guilty on the first ballot.
ntfl arwl If hta r1aim Afaa tint annnnrf He will be sentenced to the penitenfor a long term. There is anenough timber for his work, he may tiary
other indictment pending against Edis
the
from
needed
what
purchase
wards
him with a similar
neighboring forest he would hardly crime charginghis
victim's
against
himof
expect the privilege
"helping
self." Individuals, corporations, and sister, but it is not likely that this will
be tried. Both plaintiffs in the case
municipalities may construct reser- have
recently become mothers and
voirs and conduits for water and are
are
cared for by Gila County,
being
allowed materials and easements unthey
being
orphans.
To
conditions.
der the most favorable
An unusual amount of nerve was
be brief, the forest reserves are for
A. C. Hicks night en
use, but for such rational use that all displayed by
Industries affected by them may per- gineer for the Albuquerque Gas, Elec
tric Light and Power Company, one
manently thrive. He who would have
night this week. Hicks while inof
that
should
learn
it otherwise
specting the bearings of the big enhigher patriotism which contemplates
at the plant accidentally caught
gine
a heritage for our children rather than
his right hand in the machinery with
a bonded indebtedness.
the result that the two middle fingers
Every forest reserve created in New were
badly mangled. Notwithstand
to
that
its people
Mexico is a promise
it shall fullfll a great destiny; that it ing the fact that he was suffering
much agony, Hicks remained on duty
shall supply homes for good citizens; for
almost two hours and until the
that it shall tatract people from the arrival of the chief engineer, who
portions of this great was telephoned for Immediately after
to
a
region where a little the accident. He would not leave his
country
child may be accorded at least as post of duty until a man could take
much playroom as would be allowed a his place.
head of stock.
It now develops that after all ClarAnd Paternal Uncle Samuel is not ence Lasater and Winnie
Booth, the
doing this just for fun. In confiden- youthful couple who eloped from
Is
it
tial moments he confesses that
the first of the week, succeeda case of "have to," but it is also a ed in getting married despite the
case of looking far ahead, that he may opposition to the match of the
girl's
profit by his experience in other in- mother.
It is said that the young
dustries. And he expects a reward people secured a license from the
for all this foresight; that humanity Bernalillo County probate clerk and
shall be benefited physically) mentally, were married by an Albuquerque
morally, and that all shall advance a minister.
It is also stated that Lastep towards that contentment which sater and (Miss Booth were accomall men desire.
panied to Albuquerque
by Howard
Soper and May Cooley another young
couple, who were married the same
day unknown to their parents at
The present whereabouts of
the newly married couples are unThe Silver City postoffice has been known at present, but it Is presumed
raised from the third to the second they are enjoying a short honeyclass by the recent readjustment of moon.
postmaster's salaries. The business After being pursued across counof the. office for the year past exceed- try for. a distance of 200 miles, dured $8,000.
ing which time his pursuers were alThe Seaberg Hotel at Raton has most withln shooting range, Frank
been leased by Moulton and Wilhlte, Edwards, a young man aged 22 years
two newcomers from the east and the of Carlsbad, was taken into, custody
lessees will take charge of the hos- at El Paso charged with horse stealtelry Sunday next. Already orders ing. Edwards it is alleged gave a
have been placed for a new refriger- tenderfoot a bogus check on the First
ator and other appliances which will National Bank at Carlsbad for $37.50
greatly Improve the kitchen depart- and in return received a horse, sadment of the hotel.
dle and bridle. Immediately after the
A delegation of friends of William sale he left for parts unknown. When
Baldwin, the negro convicted of the the check was discovered to be bogus,
murder of Mrs. Harry Morris and lit- officers took up the trail and the
tle daughter near Roosevelt, Arizona, chase was begun. On the way the
waited on the sheriff of Tucson this youthful horse thief stopped at a
week and asked if Baldwin could not ranch and finding no one at home he
be removed from the jail for a short helped himself to an automatic Wintime. They desired, they stated, to chester, two Colts revolvers and some
take Baldwin to a church to have him provisions. When arrested he was
baptized and confirmed. They were heavily armed but offered no resist-willing that an officer should go along. anCe. The New Mexico officers took
The sheriff promptly declined to en- their prisoner to Carlsbad where he
tertain the proposition.
will be held to await the action of
The first automobile trip over the the grand jury.
n
stage road from Silver City to
was made this week by Ernest
When you feel the need of a pill
Craig, in a Rio touring car. The trip take a DeWitt Little Early Riser. Sold
was without Incident and the distance by The Ireland Pharmacy.
of ninety miles over a mountain road
was made in exactly six hours and
Tee New Mexican Printing comtwenty minutes, or a little less than pany is prepared to fill promptly and
one-hathe time it takes a stage satisfactorily all orderi for engraved
to cover the same distance. The trial visiting cards, marriage announcetrip established the feasibility of the ment!, Invitations and all work of that
new automobile route between Silver kind. Prices as low as compatible
With BOflA work. f!alt at tha Ka-.
City and Mogollon. "'
C. W. Moss, a prominent Elk of El Mexican office
examine sample
Paso, and member of the Qulen Sabe tnd prices.

Roswell Automobile Co.
Mall auu Passenger Line between Island train due at 2
in
Roswell, N. M., and Torrance, N. M.,
b
Running time bou-eeitwo
daily Sunday included, connection points 5 hours, meal furnished
t
with all trains on the Rock Island Camp Needmore, free of
charge.
nd Santa Fe Central Ra.lwtys.
WANTED Good second-hanExcursion parties acnm.imo.iaifc.1 by
re:eave Roswell at 1 p. m.
ia
notifying the concur r-volving chair. Inquire at this office.
Leuve Torrance on arrival of Hock aavance.
Agents for the Buick Autom obiles, one of the best kron tnd
WANTED A reliable and experiBest Machines for all purposes on the market
enced salesman, at same time, must
Two of the best known and best
be good stock clerk, one that speaks
machine
for til purposes on the
A'Jdrem al! wimrr.iinfi.MAn.
tr,
Spanish, and furnish good references.
market.
to
Qulrfos
;k
Grunsfeld Bros., Albuquerque, X. M.
.
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FOR SALEWell established hotel
business at Santa Fe; 22 rooms,
lunch counter and dining room. Well
furnished.
This is a bargain. O. C.
Watson & Co., Santa Fe, W. M.

DeWiti's Kidney and Bladder Pills
are unequaled for Backache,
weak
kidneys, inflammation of the Bladder,
and all urinary troubles.
A week's
treatment for 23 cents. Sold by the
Ireland's Pharmacy.

CIVIL SERVICE

ad

.

Wells Fargo & Compe Stj
Express
General Express Forwarders

EXAMINA-

The United States Civil Service
Commission announces an examination on July 10, 1907, at Santa Fe to
secure eligibles from which to make
certification to fill a vacancy in the
position of messenger boy, at $360 per
annum, in the Weather Bureau at
Santa Fe, and vacancies as they may
occur in any branch of the service

this

in

vicinity

similar

requiring

qualifications.
The examination will consist of the
following subjects: Spelling, twenty
simple words of ordinary use; arithmetic, simple tests in addition, subtraction, multiplication and division
of whole numbers and United States
money; letter writing, a letter of not
less than 100 words on some subject
of general interest; penmanship, the
handwriting of the competitors as to
rapidity,
neatness, legibility, etc.;
copying from a plain copy', a simple
test in copying accurately a few printed lines.
Age limit, 14 to 20 years on the
date of the examination.
This examination is open to all citizens of the United .States who comply with the requirements.
Applicants should at once apply
either to the United States Civil Service Commission, Washington, D. C.(
or to Charles J. Parsons, secretary of
the board of examiners, postoffice,
Santa Fe, for application form 304.
No application will be accepted unless properly executed and filed with
the Commission at Washington.
In
applying for these examinations the
exact titles as given at the head of
this announcement should be used in
the applications.

stomach troubles are quickly
relieved by taking a little Kodol after
Kodol goes directly to
each meal.
the seat of trouble, strengthens the
digestive organs, digests what you
eat. Sold by the Ireland's Pharmacy.
All
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Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Welis
Farg2
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Car ads, Iexlc
and all Foreign Countries

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES, Agent

Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING TH8
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
TOOK BUSINESS, REMEMBER 4 RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIMS. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS M03US

THAN EVER BEFORE .1S0AUS5 TEST.glYS
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New Mesic.

Roswell,

TION FOR MESSENGER BOY.

over-crowde- d

a

Roswell Automobile Co.

The New Mexican Printing Comoaci
Is prepared to fUTiish cards de visits
for ladies or gentleinen on short notice, in first class style at reasonable
prices, fiither Tigraved or printed. Call
on the New Mexican Printing Co
The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that dono iu any of the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
work we turn out. Try our work once
and 100 wlU er!nlr come again.

DATES, ETC.
Local Dater any town and date for ten yewn
Udger Dater, month, day aE.t yeai in
,
Regular line Dater
Defiance or Model Band Dt
Fax Simile Signatures, Rubber iSUaip utl
Pearl Check Protector
11x11,

01. )8
8 !k
15?

$1.13
Oat,

1M
1,3$

SELF INKING 8T.AHF PADI.
10s; txSi, lie; ii3, lie; Six,

lt; Ijxl J, Ke;

FOl TYPE SPECIMENS

ADDJUBUSS

jlEW rEXICAJJ PRIJITIfllG
IA1SA

Fl, OW

MJIJCIG.

CO.
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V NOL
CARTWRIGHT-DAVINo.

THE ASKING

CO.

S

250 San Francisco Street,

Grocery Telephone No. 4.

After having sold drugs and all kir ds of medicines for so
many years, the public must give us credit for knowing
something about their value. There is no one medicine that
will cure everthing. When we tell you, however, that we
have never sold in our store a more valuable remedy than
our cod liver preparation VINOL, and that if it fails to do
what we say, we vrll refund your money, it will show--yoour faith in VINOL.
u

Walter, 405 Palace Avenue, with
Mrs. Marsh in the chair.
Mrs. L. O, Fullen, who has been a

A. F.

SOCIAL AND PERSONAL
(Continued from Page Four)

house guest at the Frost residence
for the past ten days and Mrs. Frost,
Robert Kellahin, postmaster at
last evening from a several
returned
was a visitor in the Duke City
at the Valley Ranch on
sojourn
days
yesterday.
River. They enjoyed
Pecos
the
upper
General Manager S. B.
their
outing
Fishing was
greatly.
of the Santa Fe Central Railway, was
a business visitor yesterday at Ken- good, there were lots of mountains to
climb, the scenery was grand and the
nedy.
horses were spirited. Mrs. Fullen and
C.
V.
M.
Mrs.
Adair, and
Mrs,
of Taos, are visiting in Santa daughter and governess with them, exFe, the guest of their sister, Mrs. pect to leave for El Paso, Monday
evening next. They will likely remain
Jose D. Sena.
Mrs. Schuerlch, wife of Charles A. there a week or ten days before going
Schuerich,
manager of the Bond to Carlsbad. Mrs. Frost caught five
Brothers' store at Encino, is visiting trout yesterday, among them the largest caught this season in the vicinity
relatives in Santa Fe.
of
son
the Valley Ranch. It measured
L.
little
and
James
Seligman
two
Mcrton, left this morning on a visit twenty inches and weighed
from
The
Albunear
road
a
Lamy to
of a few days at
ranch
pounds.
to the
Glorleta
Wedfrom
and
Glorieta
to
return
They
expect
querque.
ranch is very good, making the drive
nesday.
The Misses Delia M. Schmidt and very pleasant. The accommodations
Rose H. Schmidt, school teachers of are neat and comfortable and the
San Marcial, were arrivals today in meals are first class. There are about
Santa Fe and will be here for a few thirty guests at. the resort. W. F.
Saunders, of St. Louis, and Miss
days as guests at the Palace Hotel.
who
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Salmon are Alexia Durant, of Minneapolis!,
at present at Long Beach, California are sojourners at the ranch met Mrs.
a seaside resort near Los Angeles. Fullen and Mrs. Frost at Lamy en
They are having a good time and will route from Albuquerque and drove
probably remain there several weeks with them to their destination.
Farewell Banquet to Judge A. A.
longer.
F. C. Dezendorf, special agent of
Freeman at Carlsbad.
the United States land office, with
Judge A. A. Freeman and wife and
headquarters in Santa Fe, will leave Hon. J. O. Cameron, wife and chiltonight for Denver, Colorado, where dren, left Carlsbad Wednesday last
he will attend the Public Lands Con- for Seattle,
Washington, which will
be their future home. Judge Freevention.
Mrs. W. H. Bartlett, Miss Helen man came to New Mexico under the
Gildersleeve, A. B. Craycraft and J Harrison administration as an assoR. Price, of Cleveland, Ohio, and the ciate justice of the Territorial Sulatter's son, Robert C. Price, also of preme Court which position he filled
Cleveland, composed a party that left very creditably and honorably until
this morning for the cliff dwellings the second Cleveland administration,
of Pajarito Park.
when of course he was succeeded by
Territorial Land Commissioner Rob- a Democrat. During his term and as
ert P. Ervien will be among those presiding judge of the Fourth JudiRos-wel- l,

No.

40.

three times weekly.
WATERMELONS
lusand
red
ripe,
Plenty
cious Texas Watermelons from now
BARGAINS.
of nice,

on.

We have secured a considerable
quantity of Bayle's Tobasco Catsup,
and Bayle's Chile Sauce at a bargain.
WHEAT BERRIES
Wheat Berries are puffed and baked. The usual prices is 20c. While this
lot lasts: One bottle of each, or two
They are ready to eat. May be used
In making candy, or as a breakfast bottles of either, 25c. These products
are strictly first class, piquant and ap
food. In packages, 10c.
petizing.

BERKSHIRE HAMS.
PRINCE GEORGE.
We have lately received a shipment
now
Have
received a fresh supply
are
These
Hams.
of small Berkshire
of Prince George 5c Cigars in the long,
cut
from
and
smoked,
genuine hickory
thin panatella shape.
Fine quality,
selected pigs.
popular shape, and free smoking qualities have made this cigar a leader
ENGLISH STYLE BACON.
wherever used. The only objection is
This Breakfast Bacon is especially the small profit to the dealer.
sweet and nice. We think the best Box of fifty for
$2.25
we have had for a long time.
JAMS AND PRESERVES.
We have a good assortment of Jams
and Preserves. These are all labeled,
according to the new Pure Food Law.
Nothing but pure fruit and sugar is
used in making the Ferndell brand.
25c
Pound jars, all flavors, Jam
.40c
Tall jars, all kinds, Preserves

30c
Baker's Preserves, smaller jars
These are also very nice and absolutely pure. Made of selected fruit,
STRAWBERRIES.
who Will leave tomorrow for Denpreserved whole.
now
We
are
scarce.
This fruit is
ver,
Colorado, to attend the Public
receiving Canon City, Colorado stock.
Convention next week in the
Lands'
BAKERY.
Very nice, but the supply is limited.
Queen City of the Plains as a delegate
Our bake shop is now turning out a from this
Territory.
CALIFORNIA FRUITS.
very fine quality of bread. Flour is
Edward C. Hyde and Robert E.
Cherries are still in good supply. much higher. Our price on bread re- Rouse, of Dalhart, Texas, have been
Try our Cream in the city for several days, looking
Apricots now beginning and peaches mains the same.
Mr.
Express shipments Bread, 5c the loaf.
coming forward.
around for investments here.
Hyde is an attorney and may decide

COAL s WOOD
Qnuine Cerrillos lump, ton. $6.00 (Anthracite furnace, ton
Monero lump
Raton lump
Anthracite mixed, per

$8.75
1.000 lbs.. $3.00

$5.75 J Sawed wood, per
$5.50 ) Four-foo- t
wood, per cord.
ton.. $8.75 (

...$3.50.

COAL YARD.
CAPITAL
oroit'B;
'Phone

Garfield Ave., Near A., T. A S. F. Depot.

No. 85.

DUDR0W & 10NTENIE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
AND
EMBALMERS
Ml Kinds of

Picture Framing

OI.DROW'S OFFICE BUILDING.

Day

'Phone 35

cial District, ho resided in Socorro.
After giving up office he moved to
Carlsbad. The Judge has always taken an active and prominent part in
public and legal affairs and has enjoyed the respect and esteem of his
fellow citizens to a remarkable degree. Hon. J. O. Cameron is a
of the Judge and both have
been members of the law Arm of
at
to locate here and open an office foi Freeman, Cameron and Fullen
Carlsbad for some years. Mr. Camethe practice of the legal profession.
as
Attorney Benjamin M. Read will ron is a staunch Democrat aud
leave tonight for Denver, Colorado, as such was elected to the Legislative
a delegate from New Mexico to the Council of the last Assembly. He was
acPublic Lands Convention, which will the "lone Democrat" there but
effand
so
himself
creditably
convene June 18. Mr. Read will be quitted
iciently that he gained the good will
Miss
his
daughter,
accompanied by
and friendship of the Republicans in
Emilia Read, and his granddaughter the Assembly who did all they could
Miss Magdalena Read.
Returning, to make his career there successful.
they will stop at Trinidad Colorado, Mr. Cameron
is a very able and
where they will visit Mr. aud Mrs. J.
lawyer and the firm of which
bright
P. Delgado. Mrs. Delgado is another he was a member monopolized the legal
daughter of Mr. Read.
business in Eddy County besides getDelegate W. H. Andrews in all like- ting much of it in Chaves County. As
lihood will not return to New Mex- citizens and as men Judge Freeman
ico until after the arrival and inaug- and Mr.Cameron stand very high in
uration of Captain George Curry as everyway and the New Mexican regovernor of the Territory. Attorney grets to have them depart from New
W. B. Childers of Albuquerque, will Mexico to take up their citizenship
be in Washington during the coming elsewhere. However, what is lost to
week and Delegate Andrews and Mr. New Mexico will toe a gain to Seattle
Childers will be some weeks in pre and to the state of Washington. Mrs.
paring briefs and answers in the
an(1 Mra Cameron are well
test case inaugurated against the amt favorably known in Santa Fe
Delegate by O. A. Larrazolo, Demo- where they have many warm friends.
cratic candidate for delegate to the In Carlsbad which has been their
GOth Congress.
home for twelve years, they are very
Hon. John V. Graff, accompanied by popular, admired and liked.
Judge
Mrs. Graff and their daughter, will Freeman and Mr. Cameron have
quite
arrive in the city during the coming large lumber interests in their new
week and will be house guests at the home, which they will attend to and
residence of Hon. and Mrs. T. B. Ca- will also practice law. Although diamtron on Federal Place. Mr. Graff Is etrically opposed in politics, the
the present member of Congress from Judge being a staunch southern Rethe Peoria, Illinois, district and has publican and Mr. Cameron an uncomrepresented that district in the Na- promising southern Democrat, neverare the
tional House of Representatives six theless, father and
terms. He is a valuable member of best of friends in addition to their
that body and evidently very popular family relationship. To express the
in his district as is shown .by his fre- high esteem and great respect in
which both are held in the communiquent renomlnation and
ty which they have just left and esof
the
W. C. Barnes,
secretary
Cattle Sanitary Board, who came pecially to do honor to Judge Freefrom Phoenix, Arizona, from the bed- man who can be really described as
side of his son who is very ill with "a noble old Roman," a banquet was
brain fever, to attend a meeting of tendered "by the citizens of Carlsbad
the Cattle Sanitary Board in this at the Hotel Schlitz on Tuesday evencity with the Acting Governor J. W. ing last which was a magnificent afRaynolds and Territorial Auditor W. fair. The menu was very elaborate
G. Sargent to fix the amount of the and finely served.
W. A. Flnley, a
annual tax levy for the board, left leading merchant was toastmaster;
this forenoon for Las Vegas from L. O. Fullen, postmaster at the Capiwhere he will go to Denver to at- tal of Eddy County and member of
tend the Public Lands Convention, the law firm of Freeman, Cameron
if the news from Phoenix, Arizona, and Fullen, one of the brightest and
best known and eloquent of the youngabout his son is reassuring.
met
The Fifteen Club
yesterday er public men and attorneys in the Terafternoon with Mrs. W. H. Bartlett ritory, very feelingly and gracefully
on Manhattan Avenue, 'Mrs. N. B. spoke on the toast "Judge Freeman,
D. G
Laughlin in the chair. Although the the Lawyer and Politician."
Club's year ended with a very enjoy Granthan happily answered to the
able guest day at the home of .Mrs. toast'Judge Freeman, the Friend." J,
Jacob Weltmer two weeks ago at W. Brown, of Brownsville, Tennessee,
-Tewhich a very interesting program spoke timely and pleasantly on n-was
Mexi-t- o
given, the members have decided nessee's Contribution to New
Cameron
O.
J.
of
the
continue the meetings during the co";
e
summer months but not to take up Judge, pleasingly and pleasantly
on
Years
marked
the
"Seventeen
topic
In
until
October,
program
regular
the meanwhile devoting the sessions in New Mexico," while C. T. McLena-t- o
discussion of current events and to then discoursed very agreeably on the
e
light reading. The next meeting will topic "The Great Dissenter." A time-bheld at the residence ol Mrs. Paully address was made by 'A.. N. Pratt
son-in-la-

.

son-in-la-

Residence:
Upper Palace Avenue (Amado Chavez
Sundays. Telephone, No. 142.

IT DOESN'T COST

House).

NighU and

ANYTHING

TO COME IN AND LOOK AROUND. VISITORS ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME WHETHER THEY BUY OR NOT.

The Biggest Curio Store in til Weat
MEXICAN AND INDIAN WARES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS AT
BARGAIN COUNTER PRICES. ELEGANT STOCK OF NAVAJO
BLANKETS AND BASKETS JUST RECEIVED.
FINEST LINE OF MEXICAN DRAWN WORK IN CITY.

FIVE SOUVENIR POSTAL

CARDS

FOR

FIVE

CENTS

I

You

Can't Miss the Place

.

J. S. CANDELARIO,
THE CURIO MAN.
101-JO-

tan Francisco Street

I

j
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v
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Jara-mill-

Meat Market Telephone

MEAT MARKET.
We are fixed for warm weather and
to keep out the flies. Our ice box is
filled with choice cuts of Beef. We
receive express shipments of Lambs,
Mutton, etc., every day or two. Come
in and get a sample of our meat if
you are having trouble.

1907.

15,

The Real Cod Liver Preparation, Actually Taken From Tte Ftesh Cod's Liver

PAMPHLET FOR

BAIS, BUTCS!

GIQCE1S,

JUNE

SATURDAY,

Look for the Old Mexlean Cart.

,
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THE PUBLIC LIBRARY.
Woman's
Board of Trade
the

in Course of Erection by

No city contains a more earnest,
and patriotic body of
women than the Woman's Board of
Trade of Santa Fe and everyone
knows that every dollar entrusted to
them is faithfully expended in the
good work in which they are engaged.
They present as evidence of their zeal
the beautiful Library Building, which
is now fast approaching completion
and which all the people may well be
proud of. It is an architectural gem
that would beautify any town In the
country.
One of the principal means of procuring funds for the continuance of
their labors, is the annual Plaza Fete
and they confidently appeal to all
their friends to make some little sacrifice to assist them. From the exertions that are being made there is no
donbt that the coming Fete on next
Tuesday night will far surpass all
those that have preceded it. Some of

the prettiest young ladies in town will
appear as Gypsies dressed in costumes of the most appropriate style.

one of the foremost citizens of southeastern New Mexico and the banquet
was closed by a spirited and able
speech by Judge Freeman, the guest
of honor. It was indeed a feast of
reason and flow of soul and an occasion that will ever be remembered
with the kindest of feelings, greatest
pleasure and the friendliest of sentiment by those who had the good fortune to participate.

Minor City Topics.

NEWS BRIEFS

sources and the conditions and availability of mountainous regions in various sections of the Territory for
forestry purposes. He has become
thoroughly acquainted with this subject and is an authority upon it. The
article is remarkably interesting and
timely 'and should be read toy every
citizen of the Territory who desires
correct and thoroughly clean information upon the important subject.
who killed
Ronialdo
Ramirez,
Manuel Valcnzuela at San Antonio
last week will be placed on trial for
murder at Socorro Monday. Thereafter district court for Socorro County
will adjourn for the term.

hard-workin- g

The State National Bank of Albuthe
querque
purchased
yesterday
Zeiger block in that city which will
be transformed into a new home for
the bank. The price paid was $35,-00- 0
and the deal was consummated
by P. F. McCanna, a real estate agent
of that city.
A novel suit has been filed in the
Bernalillo County district court toy
iFranclsquita Mondragon against Flor-enci- o
Garcia. The plaintiff asks for
$2,400 wages alleged to be due for
services rendered during the past
ten years as housekeeper for the

The continuous vaudeville will be participated in by the ablest amateur talent of Santa Fe, who are giving much
time to rehearsals and other preparations for the event. A sufficient quantity of toothsome delicacies to satisfy
all comers is being prepared.
There is no doubt that the grand
ball, commencing about 9 p. m. will
be one of the most enjoyable social
events of the season and it Is hoped
it will be largely attended. The rummage sale will begin at 4 p. m. and
tempting bargains may be expected.
The New Mexican hopes that the people of the Capital City will turn out
and make the coming Fete In every
respect a social and financial success.
The ball will .be held at the Palace
Hotel and tickets of admission will
be GO cents each.

third page of this issue Is
an
article entitled "Getting
printed
Back to Nature," especially
written
for the Daily New
toy Fred
O. Plummer, who Is an official of the
Bureau of Forestry in an important
position. Mr. Plummer has spent a
year and more in this Territory inOn the

Me-iica- n

vestigating its extensive timber

re-

defendant.

Work will begin in the near future
on the new Y. M. C. A. building at
Mesilla Park to cost $12,000. In addition through funds available by a
bond Issue new buildings for the pre-

paratory department, the department
science and the agricultural department will be constructed
as an addition to the College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts.

of domestic

CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Cathedral.
Fourth Sunday after Pentecost,
June 16, 1907.
First mass at 6 o'clock a. m.
Second mass at 9:30 a. m.; sermon
In English.

ICE

CREAM,

SODA

AND

FRESH

CANDIES AT

THE CANDY STORE AND
ICE CREAM PARLORj)
249 SAN FRANCISCO STREET

PICNIC PARTIES.
Should not forget to take a dozen or
so of Lemp's Falstaff Beer pints or
quarts. Tin ice packers furnished at
THE CLUB.
Telephone 94.

HENRY KRICK
Solo Agent

Fr

Lemp's St. Louis Beer

Third mass at 10:30 a. m.; sermon
. All kinds of Mineral Waters
in Spanish.
And Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer
At 3 o'clock p. m. grand procession Mail orders promptly filled. 'Phone 38.
from the Rosario chapel to the Ca- Montezuma A enue, Santa Fe, N. M.
thedral and then Vespers and Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament.
!
Methodist.
Yon
Flaver
Any
Dtslr.
E. C. Anderson, Pastor.
Wo wlQ Mirer Soda Water la
aji
Sunday School at 9: 45 a. m.
Children's Day Program at 11 qgaatlty to any part of the city. .
OITI BOTTUNQ WORK"?,
o'clock.
TelepmoM No. tl.
7
Epworth League at p. m.
m.
7:45
at
p.
Preaching
Church of the Holy Faith (Episcopal).
Rev. W. R. Dye In charge.
Third Sunday after Trinity.
DR. DIAZ' SANITARIUM.
Holy Communion at 7:30 a. m.
Cor. Water St. and Oaipar Ktr
Sunday School at 9:45 a. m. Morning prayer with sermon at 11
6ANTA FE
NEW MEX.00 5
o'clock.
MODERN
APPLIANCES FOR
Evening prayer at 5 o'clock.
TREATMENT OF SURGICAL S
Seats free. All cordially invited.
CASES.
First Presbyterian Church.
5
0 HOME COMFORTC.
Sabbath School at 10:45 &: m..
SKILLED PROFESSIONAL
Christian Endeavor at 6:45 p. m.
8
TREATMENT.
Public worship at 11 a. m. and 7:45
TRAINED NURSES.
4
p. m., conducted by Rev. W. E. Shlrey,
of Hammond, Indiana.
No Tubercular Patients ad- J7
All are welcome.
mltted.
APPLY FOR TERMS.
g
Subscribe for the New Mexican.

SODA WATER

